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ABSTRACT 
In this modern age, the scientific and technologi-
cal developments have advanced mechanized mining to the 
status wherein the attendant dust problems have reached 
very serious hazard proportions. The significant roles, 
which have been perfected for the Zeiss konimeter and the 
midget impinger, in evaluating dust concentrations and 
thereby revealing possible improvements in making the at-
mospheric conditions safer, cannot be over emphasized. 
While introducing the subject of this paper in the 
first chapter, the author has presented a historical res-
ume, wherein he pointed out that performaces of these in-
struments have not been correlated in the past. However, 
the work reported on each individual mechanism has been 
reviewed in chapter two. 
The above instruments and their standard techniques 
for measuring dust concentrations are described in chapter 
three and the experimental procedures based on these tech-
niques and the data collected during the investigation, 
are presented in chapter four. 
The data are analysed and discussed in chapter five 
whereby it is revealed that, due to the inherent nature of 
the dust particles in creating rapid fluctuations and due to 
great divergence in sampling characteristics 0£ the instru-
ments, no constant ratio or conversion factor from dust con-
centration measurements of one instrument to equal values 
for another, has been possibleo The relative performance 
of these instruments is presented graphically. 
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At the turn of the century, when a new scientific, 
political, and economic development began in the entire 
industrial world, a greater demand for minerals resulted 
in a widespread increase in the mining operations that 
had been practiced during the latter part of the nine-
teenth century. New reciprocating and rotating drills 
were introduced by which most orebodies could be broken 
more easily and readily than had been previously possi-
bleo Many heavy machines were installed for transport-
ing and handling mass production 0£ mineralso With this 
progress, however, came diseases which ~ere caused by 
unhealthful working conditions that grew worse as the 
mines reached greater depths and production reached 
higher levels. The air-borne dust in the mines thus be-
came by ~ar the largest problem to the well-being of the 
mine workers and of great economic significance to the 
mining industry. The toll in sickness and death due to 
harmful dusts continued to mount. According to Peele 
(38), mortality from siliceous dusts was far greater than 
that from accidents or all kinds. and it probably caused 
more suffering than the spectacular calamities in coal 
mining. 
The injuries to human life and health in the first 
ruthless years of industrialization were so evident that 
1. 
·it proved necessary to investigate working conditions 
and their effect on human health. This was done by 
private individuals, scientists, governmental councils 
and industrialists. Many research laboratories were 
set up for finding out ways and means 0£ alleviating 
such unhealthful conditions. Many health surveys were 
undertaken to learn the effects of air-borne dust on 
the miners working under various contaminated condi-
tions. Large sums of money have been and are being 
spent on this problem~ Many ef£ective steps to measure 
the dust in the mine atmosphere and to exercise control 
on its production have been and are being undertaken. 
2. 
As a result of these investigations, and through en-
forcement of effective controls in mines, the high levels 
or pollution of the earlier days have been largely reduc-
ed. But the potential hazards still remain and the con-
trol of industrial dust continues as a never ending 
battle. Beginning with emperical but commonsense meas-
ures. the dust control program has now the benefit of 
considerable insight _into the nature or dust hazards and 
is aided by quantitative methods for the measurement and 
evaluation or dust exposures. An understanding 0£ the 
physical behavior of dust provides an increasingly sound 
engineering basis for the design or dust-control measures. 
Historical Resume 
Though the fact that dust is injurious to the 
miner's health has only been properly appreciated since 
J. 
the beginning of this century, it has been known for many 
. .., 
centurieso Collis {34, p.· 54), says "Hippocrates, the 
father or medicines (370 B.c.), speaks or the metal dig-
ger, who we may presume was exposed to dust, as having 
a costive belly, breathing with difficulty and liable to 
swellings of the knee and of a pale wan complexion." 
Among these appeared some or the symptoms or miners dis-
ease, which is therefore at least 2300 years old. Pliny 
the Elder (39., P• 125), in the first century of our era 
speak of miners using a .form of respirator to avoid the 
inhalation of dust; and Agricola (1, p. 6)., in his famous 
"De Re Metallica" (1557) speaks of the dust of some dry 
mines ulcerating the lungs and causing consumptions and 
early death to many miners. He also describes how on one 
field the men bind bladders to their lungs and eyes. 
Other references follow in later centuries, but chiefly 
on the li.fe shortening e.f.fect 0£ dust to stone masons 
working in sandstones. 
It was not until 1862 that "miners diseasett was 
·established by a roy•l co11t111ission in England which in-
quired into the health- or miners in metalliferous mines. 
There was evidently some prejudiced person on this com-
mittee, for, despite the evidence of men themselves that 
dust was their chie£ trouble, the cause o.r the disease 
was put down to the de:tective hygienic condition below 
ground (17). 
The awakening to the seriousness of the dust hazards 
came in 1901, when the government mining engineer in 
South Africa reported an annual death rate of 73 per 1000 
employed miners. Only since then, as a result of an 
immense amount of research work on dust and systematic 
study of dust disease among miners, in South Africa and 
later on in such other industrial countries as the United 
States or America, Great Britain, Germany, Canada, and 
Australia, has the danger of dust been fully urnderstood. 
These extensive investigations have lead to the univer-
sal conclusion that inhalation of dust is the main cause 
of pulmonary diseases among miners, and that every mine 
atmosphere must be measured .for dust and its concentra-
tion must be kept as low as possible. 
Sources of Mine Dust 
Many mining operations involve the rubbing of rock 
with the rock itself or with machinery. Drilling, load-
ing and the passage of ore in chutes and cars all produce 
dust in the process. and this happens when the men are 
actually at work. Blasting is another major source of 
dangerous dust in mining operations. Besides developing 
fine. dust that tends to remain suspended in the mine air 
because of the large amount of water vapor produced after 
blasting, noxious gases also result. Th~ noxious gases, 
particularly the oxides of nitrogen and sulphur, tend to 
accelerate the harmful effects of silicosis. 
In Metal Mines 
The main sources of dust in metal-mine air in the 





a) Dry-drilling holes for blasting; 
b) Blasting; 
c) Shovelling or mucking very fine dry materi-
al at the working face which is usually poor-
ly ventilated; 
d) Loading ears from chutes and dumping loaded 
cars into chutes; and 
e) Timbering. 
crushing in metal-mine mills is also likely to 
dangerously dusty. 
Coal Mines 
The main sources or dust in coal mines in the order 
importance are: 
a) Cutting or loading dry coal by machines; 
b) Blasting; 
c) Shovelling; 
d) Drilling; and 
e) Rock dusting by machinery. 
In addition to the miners and their helpers, rock-
workers, timbermen and drivers who must enter the miners' 
working places when the air is particularly dusty are ex-
posed to relatively large amounts of dusto 
Physiological Considerations 
Types of Dust Injurious to Health 
As a result of earlier investigations, so much at-
tention was focussed on one particular dust - silica -
as the most harmful encountered in the industry, that 
most investigators had accepted other dusts as harmless 
or of negl~gible importanceo It is, however, not true 
as other dusts, such as the silicates (asbestos, for 
example), have been ,.found almost as harmful as silica 
dust but the effects on lungs are somewhat di.f:ferent 
.from that 0£ silica, and the hazards are not so wide-
spread. Forbis, Devenport, and Morgis (17, p. - ) in 
their "Review of Literature on Dust" quote Harrington's 
conclusion which states; 
"Any dust insoluble in the fluids or the res-
piratory passages and in suf£iciently finely divided £orm 
to float in the air and be breathed by underground work-
ers will ultimately be harmful to health i:f the dust is 
in the air in large quantity and is breathed by workers 
for considerable . periods or time. This applies to in-
soluble non-mineral as well as mineral dusts or mixtures 
of them and includes coal dust or mixtures 0£ coal and 
other dusts. There are also some definitely harmful 
6. 
mine dusts which are soluble. and some dust experts appear 
to believe that the so-called insoluble d\lSts under cer-
tain conditions become soluble and are harmful only when 
soluble." 
In spite of the above fact. tree silica or quartz 
has been considered the outstanding dust £actor in indus-
tries with exees~ive mortality from dust diseases. Silica 
is one or the most common mineral constituents and is said 
to constitute approximately 60 per cent 0£ the earth's 
crust; a large part of this is free silica (quartz chert. 
£lint, etc.). 
Particle Size 
The most dangerous dust is said to be that ranging 
from 5 microns to 0.5 microns or smaller; in other words, 
the smaller the particles the greater the danger, and 
particles 0£ these sizes are too small to be seen by nak-
ed eye. One micron is 1/lOOOmm or approximately 1/25000 
inch in diameter. 
Quantity or Dust 
Although extensive research work has been done on 
dust and its harmrulness, no precise method has so far 
been developed whereby the exact quantity of dust in the 
atmosphere .may be determined. The more accurately are 
the instruments designed, the greater is the number of 
dust particles recorded in the same. atmosphere. This is 
mostly due to the ability or the more accurate instru-
ment to co1lect a greater number of smaller size particles 
which remain undetected by the less accurate equipment. 
To do away .with this anamoly, some standards of harmful-
ness 0£ the dust concentration in the atmosphere have 
been fixed. These standards vary in different countries; 
depending upon the quality of the dust and the type of 
equipment used tor determining the dustiness of the mine 
atmosphere. 
Research in the field of dust inhalation appears 
to have demonstrated that, in general, the degree of 
health hazard associated with the inhalation of dust. 
largely depends on its percent silica content. It is 
evidenced by the fact that almost all countries fix the 
maximum allowable dust concentration on the basis of 
silica composition in the rock. 
Length of Exposure 
The length of exposure to silica dust required to 
produce silicosis depencls primarily on the individual 
concerned and the amount and size of the dust particles 
in the air breathed; however, numerous other £actors 
may exert a definite influence. According to Forbes, 
et al, the-.shortest period worked underground was two 
years fer first stage silicotics and the longest was 
forty years for third stage silicotics. They mention; 
(17, P• ·) 
•In the granite industry some workers exp0sed 
to the heaviest dust concentration ·develop silicosis af-
ter two years whereas others do not develop the disease 
before £1:rty years or exposure. Among sand blasters, 
silicosis may develop after three years of exposure; 
in Ontario gold mines it is said to develop in some in-
dividua1s in 9 or 10 years; in a sand pulverizing plant 
the longest period of occupation before lung infection 
became _apparent is said to have been 2.5 years during 
which the dust was breathed at intervals; and shortest, 
35 days · during a period or little over a year. Data 
collected by the Federal Bureau of Mines in one study 
show that first stag_e silicotics had worked underground 
an average of 12099 years for all men, irrespective of 
occupation; those in the second stage had worked an 
average of ·.15.8 years for all men, irrespective of oc-
cupation; and third stage silicot1cs had worked an 
average of 18 years tor all men in all occupations.• 
Dust Diseases 
The most common dust diseases are: 
a) Pneumoconiosis.---A general term covering 
all dust diseases of the lungs, fibrous 
8. 
or non-fibrous (from Greek Pneumon, lung; 
and konis, dust) 
b) Silicosis.---A fibrosis caused by free 
silica (or quartz) and the best shown scien-
tifically of the dust diseases of the lungs. 
c) Silicatosis.---A type or fibrosis found af-
ter exposure to certain mineral dusts and 
assumed to be caused by various silicates. 
It is distinct from the sharply defined,. 
coarse, nodular fibrosis caused by silica 
dusto 
d) Anthracosis.---A dust disease or the lungs 
found in coal miners; it is ill-defined and 
is presumed to depend on inorganic dust in 
coal. The lungs are blacko 
e) Siderosiso---A term applied to fibrosis or 
the lungs found in metal workers. The con-
dition is ill-defined. The lungs are yellow 
or red from metallic oxides, generally or 
iron. 
f") .lsbestosis.---A fibrosis of the lungs with 
characteristic microscopical sigmata due to 
breathing asbestos dust, a silicate of 
magnesium. 
In spite of the medical research on silicosis and 
other dust diseases, no cure has so far been discovered 
for these diseases. Prevention, there£ore. appears to 
be the only e:ffective remedy; at least until science 
comes to the £rent with some cure not now available. 
10. 
Prevention of dust disease in mining industiry involves 
the engineering problem of controlling dust production 
and conditioning the air breathed by workers by removal 
of dust and other contaminants polluting the atmospheric 
air. 
Economic and Legal Considerations 
Besides causing irremediable damage to the health 
of the mine workers, dust creates significant economic 
problems to the mining industry. Money paid as compen-
.sation for silicosis has been costing the mining industry 
large amounts and has involved frequent court disputes 
with additional expenditures to fight racketeers. The 
compensation laws for silicosis, in many countries, are 
very stringent, and small companies are affected more 
seriously than larger ones. 
The magnitude of this problem can be judged by the 
statement that follows. The committee on the economic, 
legal and insurance phase of the silicosis problem set 
up by the United States Government in 1938 reported (49): 
_ "That approximately one million industrial 
workers may be exposed to a silica hazard, reference 
is made to potential rather than actual exposure.n 
Harrington and Davenport (23, p. -) m~ntion that 
in 1935 about $100,000,000 in silicoais claims were pend-
ing in courts in the United Stateso 
11. 
They also state that ~The total amount paid £or 
silicosis compensation since the enactment 0£ the miners 
phthisis laws of South Africa to 1934 exceeded 14,000,000 
pounds (about $10.000.000). The cost of compensation 
per ton of ore milled has been about 6d. (about 12 cents) 
and per ounce of gold recovered is lso7d. (about J8 
cents); the cost .per underground European shift was about 
4s. {one dollar).• In Canada it is said that cost of 
silicosis compensation is lt percent of the tetal mine 
payroll althoµgh only 21 percent of the men employed by 
the mining companies are actually exposed. The estimat-
ed cost of each case to ·the company is $11,000 to 
$12,000 • . It has been said that for every five dollars 
spent in mining and concentrating a ton of gold ore, one 
dollar is required for •silicosis". 
Air Dustiness In Mines 
Purpose 
The increasing recognition of the fact that the 
inhalation ot air containing certain dusts is harmful 
is stimulating much interest in equipment and methods 
for determining the composition. concentration and 
particle size distribution of the dust in the air of 
mines. The information on these properties of the dust 
is needed for the following reasons: 
a) To determine the maximum concentration of 
the particular dust that can be inhaled 
over a normal working lifetime without 
apparent harm. Clini-cal f'indings on the 
exposed workers are also needed to obtain 
this inf'ormationo 
b} To estimate the ef'f'ect o:f a dusty atmos-
phere on exposed workers ·o 
c) To determine the e:ff'ect o:f control meas-
ureso 
12. 
Mine of:ficials are usually interested in obtaining 
inf'ormation on the properties of' dust in the air of their 
mine to estimate the ef'fect of' the particular dusty at-
mosphere on the workers or to determine the e:ffect of 
control measureso The ef'fect of the dusty atmosphere is 
estimated by comparing the results obtained in the mines 
with the maximum or threshold concentration 0£ similar 
dusts found to be safe to breathe by organizations such as 
the u. S. Bureau of Mines and the U. s. Public Health 
Service in this country and corresponding governmental 
organizations in other countries. 
Composition 
The determination of the composition of air-suspend-
ed dust is not necessary when the dust is generated from 
a single compound or when the assumption is made that all 
the air suspended dust is silica or other harmful materi-
alo This assumption is rather commonly used in f'ormu-
lating dust control programs. The air-suspended dust 
generated from complex substances or materials consisting 
of' two or more compounds is not necessarily the same as 
that of the material f'rom which the dust is generated 
because of possible differential disintegration of the 
different constituents and the selective settling of 
these materials £rom the air. There is some evidence 
that the dust generated from the substances consisting 
or si1ica and softer materials contains less silica 
than the material from which the dust is generated. 
Hatch (24) has found that the percentage of silica in 
foundry dust decreases with a decrease in the particle 
size range or the dust. 
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T;hus~. until more pertinent in:formation is obtain-
ed~ it seems safer to assume that the percentage of 
silica in the air suspended dust is the same as that of 
the material rroa which the dust is generated. Any error 
will probably be in over-estimating the percentage of 
si1ica in the air-suspended dust. 
Concentration 
Determination of concentration of dust in the air 
of a mine in which quartz or some other harmfu1 dust is 
generated is important for determining whether a dust 
condition harm.ful to the health 0£ the workers exists. 
and is essential , in routine dust control work. 
Particle Size Distribution 
At present, information on particle-size distribu-
tion of air-suspended dust, £or the purposes mentioned 
above, is 0£ relatively minor importance because it has 
been fairly well established that most of the particles 
are small enough to reach the depths of the lungo 
Concentration as an Index of Hazard 
The :first purpose, namely, to determine whether a 
harmfu1 dust condition exists, is usually accomplished 
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by comparing concentration results found in the mine with 
the best available information on the "permissible" or 
maximum concentration of the particular dust which may 
be inhaled over a normal working lifetime without ap-
parent harm. Since dust concentration results obtained 
by different methods and types of equipment are, in 
general, not co•parable, information for this purpose 
'· 
should be obtained by the same type of equipment and 
method used in determining the permissible dust concen-
trations. 
Sampling Apparatus_ 
A number of methods have been developed :for the 
determination of the dust concentration in air. Some 
of them have been reported as very efficient and may be 
more satisfactory for research than the most common 
methods employed for regular routine sampling purposes. 
The thermal precipitator, which is considered to 
be the most accurate instrument, was originally devised 
by Whitelaw-Gray and Lomax (36) in England. Its accu-
racy has been established by comparing counts on thermal 
preeipitator samples with absolute measurements made on 
the same atmosphere with a special ultra microscope and 
with a sedimentation cell. It is, however, somewhat 
delicate and requires an accumulator as a source of 
currento It may. therefore, be found somewhat cumber-
some for taking large numbers of routine samples 125). 
' 
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In practical mine use, the accurate research equip-
ment is unwieldy and requires a high degree ef technical 
skill to manipulate it. Also it gives less genera1 
practical information to the operat6r in the same length 
of time than the routine types 0£ sampling methods which 
are in most commen use in the mines • . Moreover, it is 
doubt£ul whether, at the present stage of affairs, the 
results obtained from the precise methods have any more 
practical. significance than those obtained with the sim-
pler and more portable apparatus, which can rapidly give 
a sufficiently reliable indication of the relative dust 
hazard. 
or the several types or dust sampling apparatus 
which are available for routine observations, the Zeiss 
Konimeter has proved Yery popular in South Africa. Canada, 
and various countries in Europe including Great Britain 
and Germany; whereas, in the United States or America, 
the Midget Illpinger .is the most co111111on instrument employ-
ed for the same purpose. 
Zeiss ~onimeter 
The ·Konimeter was devised in 1916 by Sir Robert Kotze 
the then Chairman of the Miners' Phthisis Prevention Com-
mittee and Government Mining Engineer, in South Africa 
where dust investigations have proceeded on a consider-
able scale because or incidence of silicosis on the go1d 
and other metalli:ferous mines. This-invention or a 
practical little instrument :for trapping suspended 
matter in the air fer examination under microscope 
brought a big innovation in solving the dust problems 
on which the entire industrial world, at that time, was 
seriously busy. 
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Several imprcvements were later made on this instru-
ment and it was ultimately developed into the Circular 
Kenimeter which became popilar :for a considerable time 
in Soath A£rica and other countries using it. In 1928 
the Carl Zeiss firm in Jena constructed the instrument 
which was named'Eeiss Konimeter• a£ter its firm. This 
instrument had several improvements over the circular 
one and almost replaced it. In the Modified Zeiss 
Konimeter, which is a further improvement on the origi~ 
nal, all particles above a certain size which are not . con-
sidered. harmful. are removed .from a sample of air by 
£ilteration. The £inest particles remaining in suspen-
sion are deposited on a slide in the c,riginal way. 
Standard of Permissible Dustiness 
In a survey conducted on the health of South 
African miners for standardizing maximum dust limit in 
a aine. the circ\ll.ar konimeter was used. In south Africa, 
where dust is said to contain more than 85 percent free 
silica as quartz, a tentative standard of 300 particles 
per cu~ic centimeters of air (8.5 million particles per 
cubic foot) has been set as the upper permissible limit 
of dustiness. 
Comparative tests made with the Zeiss and Kotze 
instruments under identi,ca1 conditions revealed that the 
Zeiss has an efficiency 50 percent higher than the Kotze; 
therefore, in making determinations with Zeiss konimeter 
the permissible limit of dust concentration is increas-
ed from 300 to 450 particles per cubic centimeter (17). 
Midget Impinger 
The imping1ar was developed in the United States 0£ 
America by the Bureau of Mines in cooperation with the 
Public Hea1th Service in 1922. - The instrument has been 
used widely, but it has always been c"riticised for its 
bu1k, weight, and power requirements. It was thought 
that these criticisms could be overcome to some extent 
by developing a more readily portable and easily oper-
ated instrument. It was also believed that a smaller 
instrwnent identical in principal and using the same 
counting techni.que should give the same results within 
experimental limits. 
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With these ideas in aind. the midget impinger dust-
sampling apparatus was developed .by the United States 
Bureau of Mines in 1937. and since then has been the most 
popular one being employed by the _mining as well as other 
dusty industries £or· all routine sampling purposes. 
Standard of Permissible Dustiness 
The Bureau of Kines has made the following tenta-
tive recoJlllllendations on the permissible limits of air 
dustiness (49): 
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"In bitwninous-coal and lignite mines~ the 
average full shift concentration of atmospheric dust to 
which a workman may be exposed shou1d not exceed 20 mil-
lion particles per cubic foot 0£ air, and a maximum con-
centration for any single operati~n should not exceed 
40 mil1ion particles of dust per cubic foot or air. When 
the dust cont·ains silica, net more than 5 million particles 
of silica dust per cubic foot 0£ air should be present 
in the above limiting concentrations. The dust count may 
be multiplied by the percentage of silica concentrat1on, 
and i£ the resUl.t is less than 5 millions the dust cOllieen-
tration will be considered safe.• 
As shown in Figure 1, to maintain these standards, 
the aaximum dust . .concentration limit is 18.9 million 
particles per cubic foot of air when average shale roof 
is dri11ed and 9.1 million particles when the average 
sandstone roof is drilledo 
made: 
For metal mines following limitations have been 
Dust (nuisance, no free silica).0 ••• 50 a.p.p.c. 
Silica: 
High (above 50% free silica) ••• 5 m.p.p.c. 
Medium (5 to 50% free silica) •• 20 m.p.p.c. 
Low (below 5% £ree siliea) ••••• 50 m.p.p.c. 
Slate: 
Below si free silica ••••••••••• 50 m.p.poc• 
Total dust: 
Below 5% :free silica~.:o•••••••50 m.p.p.c. 
The above limiting concen~rations for permissible 
air _dustiness in coal. lignite, or metal mines. as the 
case may be. are based on midget impinger samples -in 
which light field counts are made under microscope. 
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Figure 1, - Allowable atmospheric-dust concentrations relative to free silica content 
From - United States Bureau of Mines, I. c. 7615 
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Correlation of Standards of Dustiness 
Ever since the severity of the miner's disease was 
recognized by the industrial world, investigations have 
been continuing on devising an ideal instrument capable 
of efficiently sampling the dusty: atmosphere in the man-
ner quite similar to the inhaling of dust by the miners. 
It should be portable, light in weight, simple in pro-
. cedure and its samples should be analysed with minimum 
errors. It should also eliminate, as far as_possible, 
variations or errors due to the "human equation". No 
such perfect equipment has, however, been made which 
could incorporate all the qualities of an ideal equip-
ment. The instruments described here have still been 
serving the industry for the last several decades and 
have proved to be the boon · to the mining industry. 
According to Barcza (3) the incidence rate of 
silicosis, as recorded in 1952, was less than one tenth 
o:f the mortality rate fifty years before. This appre-
ciable reduction_has been attributed to these sampling 
instruments, as, before any ef£ective steps could ever 
be taken it was necessary to know the quantity of dust 
in the atmosphere. These instruments have done remark-
able work towards the sarety 0£ the mine workers and im-
proving the economy of the industry. 
For the last several decades silicosis has been the 
subject of discussion on an international level. It is 
surprising that the instruments gauging the harmfulness 
0£ silica dust have been different in di.f.ferent coun-
tries, with different safety limits 0£ permissible 
dustiness. The instruments are both very popular but 
altogether different in character. The Konimeter is a 
snap shot instrument whereas the Impinger records aver-
age dustiness. The conditions causing silicosis have 
universally been accepted, i.e., the percentage or 
silica dust particles in the atmosphere has been con-
sidered an important factor in spreading the severity 
0£ the disease, the difference in safe limits of dusti-
ness makes a ridiculous picture. In order to explain 
this dif£erence, no available literature anywhere 
describes the characteristics of one instrument in an 
atmosphere of air-borne dust .for wnicb the characteris-
tics of the other iD.$trument are known. 
The standards of permissible dustiness, whether 
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they are on an arbitrary basis or bear any kind of rela-
tionship with the merits or the equipment concerned, can 
be explained if the relative performance or one equipment 
with respect to the other can be determined over a long 
range or varied conditions. This ean be determined by 
taking simultaneous samples or air-borne dust with the 
sampling location of each instrument as close to one 
another as possible, by using a standard procedure of the 
dust evaluation and then by correlating the resulting samp-
ling data obtained from each. In order, therefore, to 
rulf~11 these objectives and to bridge the gap between 
different standards of dustiness for -the purpose of 
correlating data resulting from their respective ap-
plications, this investigation was undertaken. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
General 
In 1934. Green (22) found that, in the literature 
dealing with hazards due to mineral dusts, there was a 
general lack 0£ information concerning the intrinsic 
nature 0£ the dusts as they exist in the air. Later, 
in 1937, Harrington and Davenport (23) made a review of 
the literature on the incidence, effects, determination 
and control of dustso This review was revised, in 1950, 
by Forbes, Davenport and Morgis (17). and they add~d 
data that had accumulated during the interval and some 
that had appeared previous thereto but were not available 
to the authors at that time. On page 12, they concluded 
this review of the enormous literature with the follow-
ing statement: 
"Close ana1ysis 0£ the status of dust in in-
dustry (and in general life outside of industry also) 
indicates that numerous--one might almost say innumerable--
uncertainties still exist as to specific features con-
nected with dust harmfulness. So numerous and far-reach-
ing are these uncertainties ••• that almost the only def-
inite fact is that dust is a menace and that all kinds 
of it likely to come im contact with human beings should 
be reduced to a minimum or at least be held under positive 
control until much well-planned. well-correlated research 
and investigation (field and laboratory) have been conduct-
ed on almost every -phase of the subject." 
According to Drinker and Hatch (15), in the case of 
active dust-producing processes, dustiness is subject to 
rapid fluctuations from moment to moment and from day to 
day. These fluctuations are therefore likely to be normal 
and not exceptional events. If these are not shown by · 
the survey, then the samples and the survey are both 
misleading and incomplete. The probelm is .further com-
plicated by the fact that the universe to be sampled 
is not stable; either in space or :tn time o A proper 
measure o.f dust exposure requires a picture o.f the 
variations in dustiness and dust .floods, as well as a 
measure o.f the average concentration. 
On Konimeter 
According to Nelson (35), the Zeiss konimeter is 
probably the best o.f the portable types o.f mine dust 
sampling instruments presently availableo By means 0£ 
a microscope, which is incorporated in the instrument, 
the dust samples can be examined on the site, and, if 
shown to be necessary, immediate steps can be taken to 
improve the condition. 
According to the Coal Research Committee of the 
Monaouthshire and South Wales Coal Owners' Association 
(11), the Zeiss konimete.r is more e.f.ficient than the 
Kotze. They a1so state (11, p. 486) : · 
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"The konimeter only takes snap samples, and un-
less several samples are taken over a period, very mis-
le-ading results may be obtained. Snap samples are, how-
ever, very userul when comparative _.figures are required 
£or a rapid change in dust concentration, e.g., during 
the loading of a tram. The konimeter is the only instru-
ment available .for recording such quick changes." 
Davies (13) has tested several instruments 0£ the 
impingement type and has .found that, when used in co al dust, 
a proportion o.f the larger aggregates o.f size range 3 
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microns to 10 microns become disaggregated when passing 
through the jet 0£ the instrument. In his opinion, the 
konimeter is suitable £or making routine mine tests, but, 
if used for investigations into· the effects 0£ particle 
size, a disterted picture might res.ult. 
Burdekin (10) has compared the mean or a number 
0£ konimeter samples with thermal precipitator samples 
taken at the same time. He round that the error involved 
in counting konimeter spots is less than~ 10 per cent 
0£ the mean of several counts. He also stated, that 
with the tests made in a moving dust cloud. the koni-
meter returned a mean result approximating that given by 
the thermal preeipitator :for the particle size range 0 .• 9 
to 5.0 .microns. 
Patterson (36) has published figures which indicate 
a very low efficiency £or the konimeter; particularly 
for the smaller particles. Rabson (40), on the other 
hand, claims a collecting ef£iciency 0£ 90 per cent £or 
the konimeter. 
Beadle (4) found that when three konimeter samples 
are spaced over a 2 minute interval, they can give an 
average count which is close to the true= ~mean concentra-
tion £or that period. In a comparative study of the koni-
meter and the thermal precipitator, he has found that the 
e£ficiency of the konimeter decreases with the increase in 
dust concentration but shows high apparent e££iciency in 
sampling the coarse dust due to the disaggregation of the 
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particles impinging on the glass plate. Hardy (4, p.285). 
also reports that the koni11eter samples deviate .from the 
average count according to the dust concentration or the 
air at the time of sampling; this is when the thermal 
precipitator is used to measure the average count over 
the period o.f· sampling. 
According to Flugge-De-Smidt (4, p. 284) 
•The £i1teration processes of the human body 
are capable o.f .filtering dust out or the air when that 
dust is only present up to a certain concentration. say 
.for the sake 0£ argument. 300 particles per Coe• Should 
a person encounter a dust cloud o.f • -say 1~000 particles 
per c.c. as registered by a konimeter, than the human body 
can only cope with, say, 300 particles and the remaining 
700 particles enter the lungs. The rate o.f breathing 
is another factor affecting the filtering process of the 
human body. Believing this to be .fundamentally correct, ••• , 
an average o.r. say, 200 particles per c.c. oTer half an 
hour can be mere dangerous than an average or 300 parti-
cles per c.c. if in the .first case a number of peaks . 
ocurred, and in the second case a ·smoother curve was 
obtained.a 
This statement is, however. not supported by any 
pathological experiment (4). 
Gibson (20) states that the konineter counts of 
the order of 100 to 300 particles per cubic centimeter 
are good; those 0£ the order of 500 to 700 or ,OQ are 
only .fair; while those in excess of 1.000 pop.c.co are 
poor. 
According to Andrew (2) • the konimeter is a simple, 
portable and rugged instrument that can be used in almost 
any situation encountered in a mine or plant. It has a 
fair e.f.ficiency in the countable range. I.f maintained in 
good mechanical condition and conscientiously used, its 
results are consistent and it will enable the operator 
to adequately assess dust conditions. 
On Impinger 
Watson (47) states that the impinger, as used ac-
cording to the standard practice iri. the United States_ 
has an over all efficiency 0£ less than 40 per cent, and 
that particles smaller than 0.8 micron are not revealed. 
This is true of the Greenburg-Smith impinger 0£ which 
midget impiriger is a modi£icationo 
Tilson (45), however, reports 94 to 96 per cent 
efficiency for the same instrumento 
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Barnes (17) has pointed out various objections to 
the use 0£ the impinger. According to him, the impinger 
is not suitable for particles of less than 0.7 to 0.8 
micron, and that all aggregates 0£ particles, which may 
exist in air, are broken up or shattered when they strike 
the impinger plate. These objections are, however, not 
supported by any experimental proof (17). 
According to Brown (6), the collecting efficiency 
0£ the midget impinger is about 95 per cent for large 
particles (about 1 micron in diameter) but decreases for 
smaller ones. 
Drinker and Hatch state (15, Po 151), "the impinger 
is superior to the dry-impingement instruments.• On the 
same page, they also state, "owing to the lower impinging 
velocity and the use of liquid instead 0£ a dry or adhesive-
.coated plate, there is less danger from actual shattering 
of' particles." 
From the foregoing and from what has been stated 
in the previous chapter, it is evident that no correla-
tion 0£ these instruments seems to have been attempted 
in the past. Furthermore, even in the case of a single 
instrument, its e££iciency and its ·limitations have been 
the subjects 0£ great controversy. There have been as 
many opinions as the number of investigators who worked 
on them. Nevertheless, this investigation has been 
undertaken by the author net only as a possible contri-
bution to science, in partial fulfilment of the require-
ment of an advance academic degree, but also to satisfy 




DUST SAMPLING ' ,TECHNIQUES 
Zeiss Konimeter 
When a stream 0£ dust-laden air impinges at high 
velocity, normal to a :flat, adhesive coated sur£aee, 
the sudden change in direction of air £low combined with 
the inertia of the particles, results in a separation 
of the dust from the air with the latter passing on and 
leaving the particles adhering to the impinging surface. 
This principle was first applied to dust sampling by 
Sir Robert Kotze in a konimeter by which a known quan-
tity of air was made to impinge on the surface of a 
glass slide which was coated with a thin layer of vase-
1ineo Various other techniques have since been develop-
ed for using the konimeter and many materials, such a 
petroleum, mineral oil and glycerine jelly, have been 
used in preparing the adhesive film which traps and re-
tains the dust in the form of a spot. Thirty or more 
samples may be collected on each glass slide of the 
modern instrument and the slides are so mounted as to 
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be removab1e ~or counting the dust particles under a 
microscope of known magnification. Some kQnimeter models 
are made with an attached microscope for the ~urpose of 
making rapid observations and rough estimates of dust 
pollution on the site. 
Description 
The Zeiss konimeter representing the present day 
stage of konimeter evolution consists of a small valve-
less cylindrical suction pump with a spring operated 
piston 0£ the leather-cup type as ·shown in Figures 2 
through 12. The piston is kept in a depressed position 
against the compression 0£ the spring by means of a 
catch which. when released. allows the piston to rapid-
ly push back to a stop and thereby drawing in a sample 
of dust laden airo This is ·done by £irst setting the 
plunger to either a 5 c.c. or 2o5 c.c. (f'ull or one 
.. 
half volume) position which controls the size 0£ sample 
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collected and then pushing the button shown in Figure 6, 
which releases the catch. 
The cylinder 0£ the pump opens into a space between 
the metal body 0£ the instrument and a glass sample disk 
(slide). A seal is maintained around the periphery of 
this space by a small rubber gasket which forms a flat 
circular space connecting the intake orif'ice with a small 
central hole leading to the piston chamber. The gasket 
a1so serves to space the glass disk from the intake orifice 
at the required distance 0£ 0.5 to 0.6 millimeterso 
The graduated glass disk is cemented into a metal rim 
and has JO numbered sample spots or positions which are 
spaced equally on a circle just inside the rubber gasket. 
A small notch in the rim defines the position 0£ the disk 
with regard to the rotating ring shown in the Figure Bo 
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Figure 2. - Piston, spring and leather washer 
Figure 3. - Piston cylinder and spring catch 
Figure 4. - Piston inside the cylinder with 
the spring catch in position 
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Figure 5. - Pump barrel 
Figure 6. - Pump barrel with push button in position 
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Figure 7. - Base plate showing rubber gasket and disk holder 
Figure 8. - Graduated glass disk and rotating 
ring with base plate 
In order to bring any sample spot under the intake 
orifice, it is necessary only to rotate the ring until 
the desired number is in position. A ball catch gives 
a ratchet like movement to this rotating ring so that 
each number in turn clicks into positiono This ratchet 
movement is easily felt by the hando 
An orifice or nozzle. in the body 0£ the instru-
ment. as shown in Figure 9. £aces the inside o.f the 
glass sample disk. The nozzle is round and 0.5 to 0.6 
mm. in diameter. It opens to the outside through a 
cone and is protected .from being clogged by large par-
ticles by a 250-mesh screen. The nozzle cap is removed 
only when dust-laden air is to be drawn in. As soon as 
the sample has been taken the nozzle is again covered 
with the cap. 
Checking Spec~fications 
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In order to obtain consistently accurate dust sam-
ples it is imperative that standard specifications be 
adhered to and that the instrument be regularly checked 
and maintained in.the best possible condition. 
The following construction specifications need 
routine checking as they are important in ar£ecting 
sampling consistency and efficiency: 
Ori£ice diamter - inner end 
Orifice to slide distance 
Volume 0£ sample 
0.5 to o.6 m.m. 
0.5 to o.6 mom. 
2.5 CeCo and 5 c.c. 
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Figure 9. - Orifice with cover ring 
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Orifice diameter: - This may be checked by placing 
the konimeter on the stage of a dust counting microscope 
and directing the light used so as to illuminate the 
orifice. When the objective is focussed centrally on 
the orifice, the diameter 0£ the latter may be read direct-
ly on the eye-piece grid as each square in the grid is 
equal to 0.1 mom. 
The orifice can be checked for obstruction by 
sighting through it to a window or other source of illum-
ination. Undergrowid it may be inspected by placing it 
against a caplamp and sighting as before. If dirt is 
found in the orifice it may be cleaned by carefully pass-
ing a clean bristle or piece of nonfraying material 
through the opening. Particular care should be taken 
not to erode the inner surface so as to alter its criti-
cal diameter. A steel wire should never be used. 
Ori:fice to slide distance: - The distance from the 
impinging disk to the orifice should be checked in order 
t 
to ensure that the gasket is not flat~ning or that the 
orifice . has not advanced through the konimeter case. 
This may be done by using a 1 in. to 2 ino micrometer 
with a one inch extension bar and measuring; first, the 
total length of the orifice; next, the thickness of the 
' diskg and then, a£ter placing the disk in the konimeter, 
the distance from outside the orifice to the outside of 
the disk. This total distance minus the sum 0£ the disk 
and orifice distances will be the space between the ori-
£ice and the disk. 
Volume of sample: - The leakage or air in the 
konimeter may occur at any or all o~ the .following .four 
places: 
1) Around the ori.fice threads. 
2) Between the disk and the gasket. 
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3) At the joint between the disk chamber and 
the pump. 
4). By air-leakage past the piston washer. 
Leakage can be checked by ascertaining the correct 
volume of water displaced by the pump when depressed to 
5 c.co positiono The equipment required for this purpose 
consists of a small beaker, some water, a 5 cubic centi-
meter pipette and a piece o.f - rubber tubing. The pipette 
should be cut o.ff about 3/4 inch about the 5 c.c. mark 
in order to reduce extra volume. 
The outer end of the orifice is connected to the 
pipette whose tip is inserted in the water contained in 
-a beakero If, upon depressing the piston, the water in 
the pipette rises to the 5 c.c. mark, it is ascertained 
that there is no leakage. Should there be leakage on the 
other hand, all the- possible- four sources mentioned should 
be carefully checked and resealed.· The rubber gasket should 
be kept pliable and lubricated with a mixture o.f glycerine 
and watero The leather washer on the piston may be lub-
ricated with neetsfoot oil. 
Ve·1ocity of' orif'ice discharge: - The pump should be 
lubricated with grease (graphite may be used) that limits 
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the motion of the piston to a speed-that gives an air 
velocity of 100 to 150 meters per second through the noz-
zle. In other words, the piston should make the full 5 
c.c. stroke in about .3 seconds or the ha1£ stroke in .15 
secondso An experienced observer can tell from the spread 
of the particles on the disk whether the sampling rate 
is right. If it is too slow, the particles will extend 
beyond the field of view in the microscope; if too rapid• 
even low concentrations will be grouped so closely that 
counting will be difficult. 
Preparation :for Use 
Cleaning the disk: - Pure filtered alcohol or 
ch1oro£orm gives the best results in cleaning the glass 
sampling diskp though both substances leave residue 
which must be removed by polishingo Polishing is best 
accomplished with a ~lean cheese cloth. Silk or lens 
paper produces a greater static charge of -electricity 
which causes particles of dust from the air or polish-
ing medium to be attracted and to adhere to the glass 
sur£ace.- For this reason, cleaning is more difficult 
in cold dry weather._ It may be facilitated somewhat 
by increasing the humidity of the room in which clean-
ing is done. Washing the disk with distilled water is 
not so effective as a residue is invariably left a£ter 
evaporation and is difficult to remove by polishingo 
Preparation of adhesive: - Adhesive is prepared by 
mixing l ounce of microscopic glycerine jelly and 1 ounce 
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Figure 10. - Glycerine., glycerine jelly, and adhesive in bottles 
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· of pare glycerine with 10 to 20 drops of distilled water. 
A lesser quantity of water should be added in hot weather. 
The above mixture is then heated in a clean bottle held 
in hot (not boifin~water until the jelly melts and mixes 
completely with the other ingredients. It is then allow-
ed to cool a few hours to become a aoft jelly. It is 
then ready .for application to the sample side of the glass 
disk. 
Application of adhesive: - Be.fore the adhesive is 
applied on the sample disk, the hands are thoroughly 
washed in warm water and then dipped in cold water to 
close the pores of the thumb and the index finger. They 
are then dried on a linen cloth and brushed to remove 
linto A piece of jelly, about the size of a pin head 
(about l/16th inch in diameter), is picked up between 
the index finger and the thWBb. It should not be rubbed 
as a small bubble that forms in the jelly cannot be re-
moved and may be confused with the dust particles. 
When the jelly softens on the index finger, it is 
spread on the sampling disk by the same £inger. by turn-
ing the disk to att~in a sweeping circular motion. Upon 
spreading the jelly in this manner, streaks are left by 
the finger ridges. These may be removed by breathing 
gently upon the disk until the· hygroscopic jelly has tak-
en up enough moisture to spreado Care should be exer:cised. 
in preparing the sampling disk and to see that the atmos-
phere is as ~ree from dust as possible. While the 
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adhesive is being applied, the sampling side o:f the disk 
is always held down so that there is less chance for the 
atmospheric dust to deposit on the sampling side. 
Examining the disk for dust: - A:fter cleaning the 
disk and applying the adhesive, the results should be 
completely examined Wlder. the miciroscope. This is done 
to make sure that not more than g to 10 dust·- particles 
per .fie1d remain on the disk. Less particles than 
this wi11 not materially a:f.fect t~e count and can be 
lef't because it is practically impossible to get it per-
.factly cleano I.f there are more particles on the disk, 
it should be thoroughly cleaned and, after the appliea-
ion of adhesive, be again examined under microscope as 
be.fore. 
Care shou1d be taken not to touch the face of the 
disk with the .fingers as they will leave a deposit _that 
will spread and be di:fficult to remove. Each glass disk 
should be marked :for identification so that it will al-
ways be kept in its correct relative positiono If the 
disk is to be used f'or sampling, then it is placed on 
the konimeter with-.the adhesive side towards the ori.fice. 
The threaded rim is then put on over the disk and turned 
until the rubber gasket makes good contact leaving the 
annular space at 0.5 to 0.6 millimeters. 
Be.fore p1acing a disk on the konimeter, however~ 
the nozzle cap, the outside of the nozz1e and the inter-
ior of the koniaeter and its gasket should be thoroughly 
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Figure 11. - Zeiss konimeter ready for taking samples 
Figure 12. - Metal carrying case for extra slide 
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wiped using a piece of cheese cloth dampened with alcohol. 
It is especia1ly important to keep the inside of the 
screwed nozzle cap clean. The nozzle inlet should always 
be covered by the cap when not taking samples and special ~ 
care should be taken not to let the· dirt deposit inside 
or on the nozzle inlet while handling. 
If the disk is carried as a spare £or later use. 
it should be kept in a special metal carrying case with 
; • 
the adhesive side down. After preparation, the disk 
should always be handled with the adhesive side downo 
The konimeter is now ready tor colleet~ng 30 dust 
samples on the disk already placed on it. Generally, 
numbers 10, 20 and 30 or the sample spots are left as 
·blanks to serve as references. 
Collection of Samples 
When ready to take samples, the operator should 
not move around too fast and ~hereby create dust eddies. 
The cap over the nozzle inlet should be removed and the 
piston depressed and set at the 5 or 2·.5 Coe. positiono 
To take a sample. finger pressure is applied to the push 
button which releases the piston and thus causes the re-
quired volume or dust-laden air to be drawn in through 
the nozzle, to impinge the dust upon the adhesive coated 
surface of the glass disk and to make the dust free air 
continue on its way to the pump through the air hole pro-
videdo After the sample has been taken. the cover on the 
nozzle must be closed immediately and the disk turned at 
once to the next position and the piston again cocked. 
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The sample is taken by holding the konimeter with 
the nozzle inlet at the desired point with the glass disk 
in the upward position, at arm's length and with the 
operator .facing the incoming air current. The . first 
sample on each · disk may, however, ·be disregarded, as 
there may be a little dust in the nozzle. I.f, at any 
time, a mistake is made and the piston is released with 
the cap still on . the nozzle, one or more samples will be 
. . 
spoiled by heavy dust drawn in from around the threads 
which will spread more on the disk than a sample drawn 
in freely. 
Three samples ·are ·usually taken. together in imme-
diate succession .for any time or location. A record is 
kept of the date, tonimeter number, slide number, time, 
sample numbers, location and any other special or perti-
nent f'eatures. 
When one disk is ful·l and more samples are to be 
taken, the disk is replaced by the spareo The exchange 
may be made in any relatively clean location. using care 
not te get loose dust in the konimeter or on the disks 
and not to touch th, face of ·any of the disks. After 
aJ.l desired samples have been taken. they can be set 
aside for later treatment and examination or they can be 
examined immediately. 
Counting of Samples 
Konimeter samples can be evaluated only in terms 
: of numbers of particles. At the outset. light-field 
microscopy was used with a 2/3 inch-objective and lOx 
or 12x ocular giving a total magnification of 150 diam-
eters. Microscopic examination now made is at a magni-
fication or 200 diameters with the dark £ield illwnina-
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tien provided by an ordinary central stop in the standard 
condenser. The ocular micrometer or grid in the eyepiece 
_has either two opposite 18° sectors divided into two equal 
parts of 9° or two single 90 sectors. A line drawn par-
' . 
alle1 to one e£ the diameters and at a distance of 5 
microns frem it is useful £or estimating the sizes of 
dust particles when viewed with the dust sampleo 
Two types of stages are used for holding the sample 
disk. One of the holders has· a rotary 0ri.ng similar to 
that found . on the konimeter and is provided w1 th a pawl 
that stops the disk at each sample position. This ring 
is adjustable in two horizontal directions and in this 
way, the dust spot can be centered in the microscope 
field so that approximately the same number of dust par-
ticles appear on all sides of the heaTY square in the 
center. When any one duat spot is located in this manner, 
each of the othe:rs may then be rotated into the field with 
equal adjustment. 
The other type is a standard mechanica1 stage which 
has been modified to hold the konimeter disk. With this, 
somewhat more difficulty is encountered in finding and 
centering the samples. 
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Figure 13. - Ruled Eyepiece Disk £or Konimeter Microscope 
From - Industrial Dust, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1954 
In counting the particles in the dust spots, the 
light is set at 9 inches from the microscope plane mir-
ror and thereby is directed to center a light spot on 
a disk below the objective lens. The microscope is set 
to give 200 diameter magnification· and is racked up and 
down to locate the lower surface of the glass with the 
.stop in place for dark field illumination. There is 
usually enough dust on the outside of the disk so that, 
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with a little practice, the surface can be £ound easily. 
The condenser and the mirror are then set to give maxi-
mum illuminationo The disk is rotated to bring the 
first d.ust ,spot under the microscope. The spot is cen-
tered, as described, and all visible particles in the 
two opposite 90 segments are then countedo The eye-
piece is then revolved 90° and two more 9o segments, at 
right angles to the first, are counted; care being taken 
that the intersection is still at the center 9f popula-
tiono 
The four counts are added and multiplied by 2, to 
give the dust particles per cubic centimeter when the 
dust has been taken .from a 5 c.c. sample of air. If the 
dust has been taken from a 2.5 Coe. sample of air the 
four counts are added and m.u1tiplied by 4. If the results 
are desired in millions of particles per cubic foot they 
may be calculated by multiplying the number of particles 
per cubic centime.tler by 28,320 (number of cubic centi-
. meters per cubic toot) and dividing it by one milliono 
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For a 2.5 c.c. sample the actual count for four 9° sectors 
may be multiplied by the factor 0.113. If a 5 c.~. :sample 
has been taken, the count for four 9° sectors is multi-
plied by 0.057. 
All results are tabylated and any special observa-
tions or any· samples spoiled in taking or handling, or 
because of disk defects or improper cleaning are also 
. noted at · the time o;f counting. . The counts are then 
grouped as the samples were taken~ the usable counts 
averaged for the group .and the average recorded for that 
time and location. These .average counts may or may not 
be plotted on curves of dust count against time or dis-
tance depending. upon what studies are being made. A.£ter 
counting. the glass disk either may be kept in a dust 
proof case 
1




The impinger was developed in 1922 by the United States 
Bureau of Mines in coGperatien with the United States 
Public Health Service. Later~ 1937, it was simpli£ied 
into a more readily portable and easily operated instru-
ment and named •Midget Impinger•. The under1ying prin-
ciple 0£ this instrument is based on impingement and 
wetting of the dust particles by drawing contaminated air 
through a nozzle, at high velocity, onto a smooth 
sur£ace where it disperses beneath a bubbling 
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column of liquid. The dust particles are retained in ·the 
liquid. The liquid sample. representing a known volume 
of dusty air, is then placed under a microscope or mi_cro-
projector for counting the contained dust particles and 
computing the· number of particles· ( in millions) per cubic 
foot of air samples. 
Description 
Figure 15 shows the complete midget impinger sampling 
apparatus with the 9 sample flasks, pump and surge tanks. 
The gage is in the top and is protected by a celluloid 
covero The carrying strap is shown hooked to a ring at 
the side with the strap across the shoulder. 
Figure 16 shows the mfdget impinger nask which ·is 
about 11 cm. long and 2.5 cm. in diameter. It i~s a side 
arm about 1 cm. in diameter and tilted upward at an angle 
of 45° to facilitate dilution and cleaning. The flask 
is graduated at 5 ml. intervals for a total of 30 ml. 
A mark at a ppint 5 mm. from the bottom serves as a 
guide for setting the nozzle of the impinger tube at the 
proper _distance r~om the bottom. Four projections .from 
the impinger tube near the lower ·end aid in holding it 
centra11y in the flask. The tube, through which the air 
is drawn. has an orifice i mm. in dia.ileter. 
One-hole Neoprene stoppers. as shown in Figure 17, 
are used in the tops 0£ the .flasks. Ordinary rubber stoppers 
are not used because of the possibility of contamination 
of the impinger liquid with the particulate matter. 
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Figure 14. - Impinger box showing gage and carrying _strap 
Figure 15. - Midget impinger sampling apparatus 
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From Figure 160 - Midget Im~in~er Flask United States Bureau of Mines, I. c. 7076 
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Figure 17. - Impinger flask with neoprene stopper, 
impinging tube and the rubber cap 
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Figure 18. - Impinger flask corked and covered with 
rubber caps after dust collection 
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F~gure 19. - Carrying case for 9 impinger flasks 
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which they are known to shed. No air rubber stoppers· 
are satisfactory :for closing the side arm, and rubber 
caps or •police~en• can be used for closing the inlet to 
the impingero A metal S-shaped guard is used on top o:f 
the stopper to prevent material from dropping into the 
intake. 
Figur,e 20 is a diagrammatic sketch e.r the impinger 
assembly showing the specially designed pump. The pump 
consists of :four cylinders disposed o:f radially at 900 
about a single throw eranko The intake-valves connect 
to a collector ring which, in turn connects through a 
check valve to the :first surge tank and this, in turn, 
connects tQ a second tank through a needle valve. A 
vaeuum gage is used to indicate the suction necessary 
to pu.11 through 0ol cubic foot of air per minute. The 
puap is so designed that minor variations in the crank 
speed do not affect the flow of air signi·f'icantly. 
Preparation for use 
Befo~e actual use, the impingers are waehed, the 
stoppers treated,_the.liquid added to the impingers and 
the iapinger suction device calibrated. 
Cleaning apparatus:- The impingers are scrubbed 
in water with brushes and soap or some other cleaning 
compounds. They ,are then thoroughly rinsed with tap 
water, followed by distilled water and .finally- with the 
clean liquid which is to be used as the dust collecting 
mediumo All rubber stoppers, eapecially when alcohol 
Figure 
From -
20. Diagrammatic sketch of the impinger assembly 
United States Bureau of Mines, R. I. 3387 
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is used, are treated and washed to -remove any particulate 
matter adhering to their surface. They are boiled in 
a strong sodium hydroxide solution for about an hour, 
rinsed with water. immersed in acid solution (one part 
hydrochloric acid to ~wo parts water) for a £ew minutes, 
then scrubbed with cleaning agent and water and again 
rinsed with water and, finally, with the impinger liquid. 
_ New stoppers and those that have not been used for 
- . 
several months are given the same treatment. 
Approximately 10 ml. of liquid is usually added 
to the midget impingers. The large- stopper, containing 
the impinger tube, is inserted tightly into the flask 
after the orifice has been adjusted to a 5-mm distance 
above the bottom. of the £1.asko A covering is used over 
the groove at the junction of the flask and stopper to 
preYent contamination of the sample when the stopper is 
removed. All other openings into the impinger are clos-
ed with appropriate rubber stopperso Each impinger 
is numbered by scratching on the flask or by marking on 
the stoppero 
Calibration of suction device: - The impinger suc-
tion device is calibrated to determine the rate at which 
it draws air through the impin·ger as used in actual 
sampling. This calibration i ·s done at frequent enough 
intervals to eliminate any question of the sampling rate. 
For calibration, the impinger outfit is assembled 
as for sampling. i.e.• with the same kind and amount of 
liquid and the same connection hose used between the 
impinger and suction device. In addition, the inlet 
of the impinger is connected, by a short length of 
rubber tubing, to the outlet or a suitable gas-measur-
ing device; either dry or wet gas meter will serve. 
Determination of the time required for several com-
plete revolutions of the meter dial is made until 
the results 0£ the two consecutive tests are identical 
or agree within about one percent. 
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Impinger liquid: - In the initial stage 0£ devel-
opment of the impinger apparatus, distilled water was 
used as the dust collection medium. It was later on 
·round that when the samples· ar-e retained for more than 
twenty four hours after their collection, some of the 
particles go into solution and the results are erratic. 
Ethyl alcohol was therefore selected _as the collecting 
liquid after experiments showed no evidence of solubil-
ity; even if the samples were examined after 28 days. 
The collecting efficiency of impingers using alcohol 
was found to be the same as for those using distilled 
water. At present, where the samples are to be counted 
within 24 hours 0£ their collection, distilled water 
is pre£erred because of ·its economy, but where the 
samples are co1lected in the·£ield and are to be exam-
ined sometime later than 2~ hours, only ethyl alcohol 
or the propyl alcohols are used. 
Collection of Samples 
In order to determine the dust concentration to 
which workers are exposed throughout the working day, 
it is necessary to take samples during representative 
operations. For this purpose, the nature and number 
of dust generating and dissemi.nating processes, loca-
tion and number of exposed persons, kind -of work done 
_ by the workers, and characteristics o~ working places, 
' . 
should be consideredo In addition, it is important to 
note the atmospheric conditions .(particularly the ven-
tilation or air movement) to -which the workers are 
exposed at the ti'me of dust sampling. 
The duration of the sampling period is determined 
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by the length of- the operation, but usually it does not 
exceed 20 minutes; owing to the evaporation of alcohol. 
Higher dust - concentration will logically requ.ire a ahort·er 
samp1ing time, but ordinarily it is not less than 5 · 
minutes. 
Samples are generally collected at the breathing 
zone ot the exposed persons • . To take a sample, one end 
of the sampling case is hung from the operator's belt by 
a hook and the other is supported by a strap passing in 
back of the operator's neck. · The impinger flask is con-
nected to the suction apparatus by a piece of 1/4-inch 
rubber tubing. The illpinger is then placed in the small 
holster and held at the sampling point. By means of a 
safety pin it is generally attached to the pocket or any 
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portion o:f clothing near the breathing zone of the per- . 
son exposed to dust. The operator moves the ·crank at 
such a speed that the vacuum gage always shows a reading 
o:t 12 inches water-gageo He uses a stop watch for record-
ing the correct time to the nearest second. Arter the 
sample has been taken, the impinger :flask is again ·cork-
ed and the impinger tube covered with the rubber cap. 
The flask is then kept in its marked position, in the 
case, inside the box. 
Preparation of Sam.p1e :for Examination 
Before removing a sample of dust-containing liq-
uid £or counting purposes, the liquid, in the flask, 
is diluted to a knewn volume · by addingt to it the dust 
free impinger liquid. From its appearance, or by ex-
perience, it can be roughly estimated whether the con-
centration of aust, in the sample, is high or low. The 
number of dust particles in the counting field should not 
normally exceed 50. Be£ore bringing the dust containing 
liquid to a known volume, care must be taken to protect 
it from contamination. The outside or the iapinger is 
cleaned care.tully ~efore any of the stoppers are removed. 
First, the ,small stopper at the side or the impinger 
flask is removed; and then, ,:the stopper holding the im-
pinger tube is leosenedo The · impinger tube is then 
raised so that it is just out of the liquid• and the in-
side of the tube and the stoppers. originally inside of 
of the flask, are rinsed with a clean liquid which is 
allowed to drain into the flask. Sufficient clean liq-
uid is then added to the impinger to bring its liquid 
level to the next graduation or to any other suitable 
mark if the liquid is to be diluted furthero The flask 
is then clesed by solid stoppers. · 
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Cells of any conveni-ent shape may be used for 
counting so long as their depth is kmowno The Sedgwick-
Rafter cells, l mm. deep and of about 1 cm3 volWlle, are 
generally usedo The cells are thoroughly washed with 
. soap and water and then rinsed with distilled water and 
clean alcohol. The cells are then wiped with a clean, 
soft, lintless cloth and brushed with a dry camel-hair 
brusho After they have been· used they are emptied, 
rinsed with a stream of clean alcohol, and immersed in 
a beaker of clean alcohol until they are used againo 
Before removing the dust-containing li~uid from 
the impinger flask for filling into the cell, the flask 
is thoreughly shaken for about half a minute. A repre-
sentative sample is removed with the help of a pipette 
by slowly drawing its tip .from near the base of the 
flask up through the liquido The· cover slip is kept on 
the cell keeping two openings, one .for the sample to be 
drained in the cell and the other for the air bubbles to 
move out when the cell is being :filled with the pipette. 
The coTer slip is moved into place after the cell is 
comp1etely filled with the sample liquid~ 
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Figure 21. - Sedgwick-Rafter cell 
Figure 22. - Sedgwick-Rafter cell assembly 
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If water is used as the dust -collecting medium, 
the Sedgwick-Rafter cell is allowed to stand .for about 
20 minutes to allow the dust particles to settle to the 
bottom of the cell. In the case of alcohol, the settling 
time should be about 30 minutes. ·During this time, 
however, the alcohol starts evaporating thus allowing 
the air bubbles to come into the cell cham.bero The air 
bubbles are sometimes so big that they make the counting 
of dust particles, at the .floor of the cell, almost im-
possible. To prevent this, the edges of the Sedgwiek-
Rafter cell are wrapped with Scotch tape; a material 
which has been found quite effective in stopping such 
evaporationo 
Counting of Samples 
The counting cell, after it has been allowed to 
remain undisturbed for the proper settling time• is 
transferred to the stage 0£ the microscope. The micro-
scope is .focussed on the dust particles on and near 
the bottom o.f the cell by .first locating the contamina-
tion in a corner or near an edge of the cell. Five 
fields are counted ~n each cell, with one located cen-
trally and the others distributed toward the four cor-
ners of the chamber. The microscope is moved contin-
uously in an up-and-down motion during counting to make 
the particles go in and out of focus, making them easier 
to see and to assist in distinguishing between the par-
ticles in the cell and those on the eyepiece micrometer. 
Two cells are usually prepared from each sample· 
and five fields are counted in each. A control ceunt 
is made in the same way, using li~uid from the control 
flask, and the control average is subtracted from the 
median of the sample. This serves to eliminate the 
error due tti the residual particles in the sampling 
liquid and on the cello The result is CGnverted · to 
. the number -0£ particles per cubic foot of air by the 
:following .formu1a: 
. c • (NS - Nc>Vw 
- VaAD· 
where, C • dust concentration of numbers per cubic foot 
of air 
H8 • median dust ceunt in the sample 
R_c • median control count 
A• area or rield 
D = depth of cell 
Vw • water volume, , oc., allowing for dilution 
Va= air volwae, _cubic feet. 
The number of particles obtained, as above, is 
divided by one million to get the result in millions of 
particles per cubic footo 
If the average counts per field for the two cells 
from each impinger sample differ by more than the :follow-
ing limit. additional cells are filled and counted: 
For average counts up to 20 particles per field •••• o ••• up to 3% 
For average counts from 20 to 40 particles per £ield ••• up to 4% 
For average counts from 40 to 75 particles per :field ••• up to 5% 
For average counts from 75 particles per field and up •• up to 10% 
Suitable file cards for recording particle counts and 
other information on dust samples have been suggested by 
the Uo S. Bureau of Mines (42)0. 
Microprojector: - To avoid eyestrain and discom£ort 
associated with the direct microscopic counting of impinger 
samples, Br.own and Yant have developed a convenient pro-
jection arrangement in a device known as the microprojector. 
It gives an over-all magnification of 1000 diameters and 
reveals the particles on a ruled screen .for direct view-
. ·ing and counting. A one micron particle can thus be 
seen as a 1-.mm image on the screeno The microprojector. 
has been described in detail by Brown, Baum. Yant, and 
Shrenk. I~s essential cemponents are as follows: 
a) An automatic-fjed carbon-arc lamp com-
plete with condenser and suitable 
rheostat tor the available current. 
b) A heat filter for removing heat from the 
light before it enters the microscope. 
c;) A. aicroscope with ·,a standard 16-mm ob-
jective lens and a 20X eyepiece. 
d) A right-angle projection prism to fit 
above the eyepiece and to transmit the 
light horizontally onto a grid-ruled 
translucent screen. 
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Figure 23. - Microprojector 
Figure 240 - Adjusting microprojector 
e) A ruled translucent _screen with a grid . 
area which is 50-cm square and divided 
into smaller 10-cm squares; the central 
square being further sub-divided into 
1-mm squares. 
£) Remote controls tc permit the observer 
at the screen to focus the microscope 
and operate the mechanical stageo 
Setting up 0£ microprcjector for counting: - A 
stage micrometer is used to adjust the microprojector 
for correct magnification of 1000 diameters. The 
micrometer is placed on the mechanical stage and the 
screen is moved back and forth until the images of the 
0.1-mm rulings of the micrometer are 1000 times larger, 
i.e., they coincide with the 10-cm rulings on the 
screen. This adjustment is further asaisted by raising 
or lowering the tube o:f the microscope. After having 
obtained the correct magnification, the Sedgewi.ck-
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Ra£ter cells are placed on the mechanical stage and the 
floor of the cell £ocussed as mentioned before. The 
microprojector is ~ow ready for having the dust particles 
counted on its screen. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND THE COLLECTION OF DATA 
Testing Equipment 
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During the course o:f this investigation, the midget 
im~inger and the Zeiss konimeter ·were used for sampling 
dust laden air and the microprojector was used :for counting. 
Before starting the experiments however, these instruments 
were thoroughly cleaned, checked and tested for accuracy 
in the manner described in the preceding ch.apter. 
The impingers were cleaned with soap and water and 
rinsed thoroughly with tap water, distilled water and 
clean alcohol. The rubber stoppers were treated in sodium 
hydroxide and hydrochloric ·acid solutions and then cleaned 
and rinsed thoroughly with the tap water, distilled water 
and the clean alcohol. 
Each impinger was calibrated, by -using a Sargeant 
Wet Test Meter, and then numbered on the flask as well as 
on the large stopper. The results and data pertinent to 
the calibration are given in Table 1. 
The parts 0£ the konimeter were all separated :for 
cleaning. lubricating and testing for correct adjustments. 
The pump was lubricated with graphite grease; the leather 
washer, with standard leather ·1ubricat-ing oil; and the 
rubber gasket, with the prescribed mixture o:f glycerine 
and water. The konimeter was then reassembled and tested 
£or leakage of air by using the water displacement method 
already mentionedo 
TABLE I 
DATA ON CALIBRATION OF MIDGET IMPINGER FLASKS 
1 2 3 4 5 
Flask Run Number of Time in Average Flow 
Noo No. Revolutions Seconds Rate c.Ft.L Min. 
1 1 1 59.$ 
.101 1 2 1 ·59.$ 
2 3 1 59.7 
.101 2 4 1 59.9 
3 5 1 60.3 
.099g 3 6 1 60.1 
4 7 1 59.2 
4 g 1 63.7 
.101 4 9 l 59.8 
4 10 1 59.$ 
5 11 1 59.6 0102 5 12 1 59.8 
6 13 1 60.3 
.0998 6 14 1 60.2 
7 15 1 60.4 
.099g 7 16 1 60.1 g 17 1 59.6 
.102 g 18 1 59.8 
9 19 1 59.9 
.100 9 20 1 60.0 
10 21 1 6lo4 
.099$ 10 22 1 59.9 
10 23 1 60o3 
.0998 10 24 1 60.2 
11 25 1 60.4 
.0998 11 26 l 60.1 
12 27 1 60.0 
.0999 12 2$ 1 60.1 
13 29 l 60.7 
.0991 13 30 1 60.4 
14 31 1 59.7 01003 14 32 1 60.1 
15 33 1 60.3 00998 15 34 1 60ol 
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Taking Samples 
Dust samples were collected at the following mines: -
1) St. Joseph Lead Company, Bonne Terre mine, 
Bonne Terre, Mo. 
2) St. Joseph Lead Company, Flat River mine, 
Flat River, Mo. 
3) Pittsburg Glass Company, Sand mine, Crystal 
City, Mo. 
4) The Experimental mine, Department of Mining 
Engineering School of Mining and Metallurgy, 
Rolla, Mo. 
The above mines provided a variety 0£ atmospher~c 
conditions which proved quite £avorable for obtaining 
samples from a wide range of dust concentrations. In all, 
5 visits were made to these mines. Be£ore each visit, the 
impingers were cleaned, rinsed thoroughly, £illed to the 
10 ml. mark, stoppered and stored in the wooden case · 
provided _fo~ carrying. Similarly, the glass disk of the 
konimeter was cleaned thoroughly and after application of 
the adhesive, placed on the konimeter with the threaded 
rim, and turned ~til its gasket made good contact with 
the disk and leaving the annular space at 0.5 to o.6 mm. 
An extra disk, having, been prepared in the same manner, 
was kept in the dust free metal carrying case for immedi-
ate replacement in the konimeter when all samples on the 
original disk were completed. 
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Choice of Sampling Position 
The principal operations underground which give rise 
to dust are drilling, blasting, shovelling, tipping, and 
loading into trucks. The greatest dust hazard will occur 
nearest these activities but as "fine particles settle out 
very slowly, they may be carried great distances in the 
ventilating air currents. It is important to note, that 
a newly-formed dust cloud contains a few large particles 
which are greatef:: then 5 microns in diameter and up to 
100 aicrons or more, as well as the usual range below 5 
microns. It has been stated in the introduction to this 
paper, that it is generally agreed, ,that particles larger 
than 5 micronsc do not normally reach the lung alveoli, 
and, there£ore, can play no part in the onset of ~ulmonary 
disease. If we seek a sample of dust which is likely to 
reach the lung alveeli we must therefore concern ourselves 
only with the small particles; these large particles must 
be eliminated somehow. As it is not possili>le to use any 
0£ the standard laboratory methods of elutriation in mines. 
the moat convenient method of approach is to take advan-
tage 0£ the natural settling out.by gravity, e.i., parti-
cles falling at a rate which varies as the square of their 
dia.meterso The following tabie gives the rates at which 
particles of quartz. of specific gravity 2.65, will fall 
in free air: 
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Table II 
Diameter 0£ particle Rate of fall Time to fall 1 .ft. 
microns cm. per sec 
1.0 0.008 56 min. · 
5.0 0.196 2 min. 36 sec. 
10.0 o. 784 39 sec. 
In several unventilated ends, Watson .found the dis-
tance at which the larger particles are settled out, to be 
about 20 fee~ :from the .face when drilling t and between 40 
and 50 .feet when shovelling. A sample taken beyond these 
distances will contain only that dust which is likely to 
be of pathogenic importance. 
In accordance with the above. practically all samples 
were taken at a distance of 20 :feet or more .from the drill-
ing face and 30 .feet or more from the shovelling and the 
loading places. In deciding these distances, consider-
ation was also given to the range or dust concentration 
as well as to its uniformity. 
Frequency 0£ Samples 
For the purpose or taking dust samples, 14 working 
places in the a£oresaid £our mines were used. At each 
place, J or more · imping er s qip_les were taken; each over a 
period of 5 or 10 minutes. Three or six konimeter samples 
were taken within a few centimeters or the impinger inlet 
at two-minute intervals during the period 0£ each impinger 
sample. Beadle (4) found that three konimeter samples spac-
ed over two minutes gave an average count which is close to 
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the true mean concentration for ~his ·period of time. · The 
total number of samples collected by the midget impinger 
was } 61 and that collected by the konimeter was 248. 
Sampling Data 
The data cards, which were· used for recording all of 
the pertinent sampling information, were prepared accord-
ing to the form suggested by the U.S. Bureau of Mines~_ The 
information pertaining to each set 0£ samples has been 
recorded on a separate card. Besides recording time and 
the mine lqcation, other environmental conditions, under 
which the dust was sampled, were also recorded. This 
information is shown in Appendix Ao 
COUNTING OF DUST PARTICLES 
The microprojector, as described in Chapter 2, was 
used for counting the dust particles in the iapinger sam-
ples. BefQre use, it was cleaned and adjusted as descri-
bed earlier. 
The impinger sample was diluted to 10, 20, or 25 mls., 
depending upon its dust concentration and, after acitating . 
it wel1·, the Sedgwick-Ra.f'ter cell was filled and allowed 
to settle for 30 m.inutes o The edges or the cell were 
.wrapped with Scotch tape to prevent air bubbles from en-
tering the cel1. It was then · trpisferred to the mechan~ 
ical stage ,of the microprojector and the dust particles 
counted on the screen. Two or more cells were prepared for 
each impinger .sample and five rields in each .cell were 
counted as previously mentioned. 
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The microscope and the lighting arrangement, provided 
in the microprojector, also were used in counting du.st par-
tic1es in the konimeter sampleso The particles were not 
projected as were the impinger samples, but they were coun-
ted at a magnification 0£ 200 diameters, directly through 
the microscope, with dark £ield illuminatien provided by 
an ordinary central step in the standard condenser. The 
glas.s disk, with its sampling side downward, was placed on 
the mechanical stage and the microscope was racked up and 
down to locate the dusty spot on the glass disk. 
A semi-circular protractQr reticule was placed in 
the eyepiece of the microscope, and the sampling disk was 
moved concurrently as the eyepiece was rotated until the 
center of No. 1 dust spot was directly aligned and. focussed 
at the center of the reticuleo All visible particles in 
the 200 sector (between soo and 1000) were counted and 
recorded. This process was repeated until all particles 
in the 200 sector of all dust samples were counted. The 
eyepiece was then rotated about 1000 and the center of 
Hoo 1 spot refocussed as before. All dust particles visible 
in this 200 sector were again counted and recorded. This 
process was repeated until all the samples of the glass disk 
were·evaluatedo The sum of the two 200 sector counts was 
multiplied by 00051 to give the dust concentration in mil-
lions of particles per cubic foot of air sampled. 
The results and data on counting of the impinger as 
well as the koniaeter samples -are given in Appendix Bo 
CHAPTER V -
RESULTS AND THEIR ANALYSES 
Results 
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The konimeter and impinger dust counts and the 
ratios of one with respect to the other, for like at-
mo~pheric dust conditions, are presented in Table III. 
The mean konimeter counts, the corresponding impinger 
counts• and the ratios 0£ their means are given in 
Table IV. These data are arranged in the ascending 
order of the impinger counts and shown in Table V~ They 
are then divided into groups, according to arbitary con--· 
ce:ntration .ranges and presented in Tables VI through X. 
The mean ratios, with their standard deviations. are 
calculated for each such group as well as for those 
figures in .each group which are in close agreement 
(within 20 per cent) with the mean or that greup. The 
means, uid their standard deviations, are summed up in 
Table Xl. The general trend of the konimeter and 111-
pinger count ratios, in relation to the dust concentra-
tion shown by the midget impinger, is represented by a 
curve in Figure 25. 
Analysis of the Results 
It is obvious £rom the results in Table III, that 
, . 
the duet clouds, which were ·sampled underground. fluctu-
ate greatly in their dust content. These fluctuations, 
though primarily dependent upon ··the source of dustiness 
and its distance from the saapling location. are detected 
TABLE III 76. 
RESULTS OF THE IMPINGER AND KONIMETER SAMPLES 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Experi- Konime- Konime- Mean Koni- Imping er Imping er Ratio Sample 
inental ter. Sam- ter .Count meter Count Sample Count 4/6 Loca-
Seto No. ;ele No •. MPPCF MPPCF No. MPPCF tion 
A. i'. 4.4 Taken in 20 ft. 
2. J.7 5o0 lo 3o3 1.52 from large stope; 
Jo 616 wet drilling 
1+. 5a7 
i: 4.7 4o2 . 2. 2.8 1.50 2.1 
7. 3.4 
8. 4.5 4o4 .3. .3 .o 1.48 
'9. 5.3 
B, 10. 6.7 Taken in a large 
11. 6.o 7.6 4. 5.5 lo38 stope; shovel-
120 10.1 ling ·at 50 fto 
6.1 
to right and 
l.3o wet drilling 20 
140 5.6 5.5 5. 5o3 1.02 fto to left. 
15. 4.9 
16. 4.3 
17. 7o5 7.7 6. 8.7 Oo89 
18. lloJ 
c. 190 10 • .3 Taken in a large 
20. 7o5 9.0 7o 8.J 1.oa stope JO ft. east 
21. 9.1 of loading .and 
20 ft o west of 
22. 10.s wet drilling 
23. 12.4 l.3 .5 80 8.6 1.57 
240 16.9 
Table III Continued 77. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
25. 12ol 
26. 8.3 9.8 9. 8.4 lol7 
270 9.0 
Do 2Bo Taken 6 ft. from 
29. Too high 10. 66.7 drillingo Four 
30. holes drilled and 
sampling continu-
310 ously 





Too high 120 178.7 
E. 37. 4lo9 Taken 30 fto from 
38. 3s.1 33.2 13 0 34.6 0.96 the drilling face 
390 1906 in a drive; dust 
29.6 
was raised by 
400 drilling four dry 
41. 17.4, 22o9 14. 31.4 0.73 holes before 
42. 21.6 sampling was com-
menced. 
430 11.5 
440 8.7 14.5 15. 23o4 Oo62 
450 2Jo2 
F. 46. 12.2 11.8 16. 43.7 0.27 Taken JO ft. from 
47. 10o9 the drilling face 
480 12.6 in a drive; holes 
drilled dry; drill~ 
49. 49.J ing and suipling 
500 33.4 33.0 17. 49.4 0.67 simultaneous 
51. 16.5 
Table III Continued 78. 
1 2 ~ !J: 2 6 z g 
52. 13.s 
53. 12.4 12.9 18. 6lo4 0.21 
54. 12.5 
G. 55. 23.2 Taken 60 ft. from 
56. 24o2 24.6 19. 12.7 1.94 the drilling face; 
570 26.4 dust raised by 
drilling four dry 
58. 11.4 holes; sampling 
59. 7.1 9.2 20. 10.9 0.84 commenced 10 min-
60. 9.2 utes after the 
drilling was 
61. a.9 stoppedo 
62. 12.2 1Jo2 21. 10.4 1.27 
63. 18.6 
64. 11.s 
650 9.5 10.5 22. 10.6 0.99 
66. 10.J 
67. llol 
680 11.6 12.8 23. 5.8 2.20 
69. 15o5 
70. 14o0 
71. 12o4 10.4, 24. 9.2 lolJ 
72. 5o00 
H. 73. 11.1 Taken 10 ft. from 
74. s.a a.4 250 a.1 Oo97 Jumbo drill; two 
75. 5.4 wet holes being drilled simultan-
76. lJ.6 eously 
77. 10.0 13 .4 26. 8.J 1.62 
780 1606 
Table III Con~inued 79. 
1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 
79. 10o9 
80. -7.a 8.7 27. 806 loOl 
81. 7.3 
Io 820 6.5 Taken 6 ft. from 
83. 9o5 10.4 28. 12.3 0.85 loading pointo 
81+. 15o3 Loading continu-
OWi 
85. 14.3 
86. 12.4 11.0 290 lOoJ lo07 
87. 5.8 
88. 7.3 
89. 8.5 s.4 30. 13.1 0.64 
90. 9.4 
J. 91. 4.4 Taken between two 
92. 4.7 4.9 310 5.4 0.91 drills; 20 ft. 
93. 4.5 from the one and 
7 ft. from · the 
94. 8.2 other; holes 
' 950 4.9 6.9 32. 5.3 1.30 drilled wet; in 
96. 7.6 a cross-drift 
97. 20o5 9g. 9.1 11.7 33. 5.5 2.13 
99. 5.7 
K 100. 46.5 Taken 20 ft. from 
101. 45.7 44.6 34. 48.0 0.93 drilling face; 
102. 41.6 dry holes; drill-ing continuous 
103. Too high 
104 It 
" 
Too High 35. 75.3 
105 n It 
Table III Continued 80. 
1. 2 J ~ 6 6 z 8 
106 .• T~o High 
107. • .. Too High 36. 103.5 
108. It " 
L. 109. 43.1 Taken 20 ft. from 
110. 38.5 40.1 37. 55.7 0.72 drilling face. 
111. 38.8 Dust raised by 
drilling 3 dry holes; 
1120 37o5 sampling commenced 
llJ. 31.9 32.4 JB. 39.0 0.83 after drilling was 
1140 27.,7 st.opped 
115. 12.3 
116. 11.l 10.9 39. 34.0 0 • .32 
117 9.2 
M. 118. 30.4 Taken 45 ft. from 
119. 41.3 .32.a 40. 24.8 1 • .32 the drilling face 
120. 26.6 in a drive; three 
dry holes drilled to 
121. 23.2 set up dusty at-
122. 20.8 20.3 41. 25.7 0.79 mosphere 
123 17.0 
124. 13.1 
1250 15.1 16.7 42. 19.7 o.85 
126. 22.0 
N. 127. 25.4 Taken 45 ft. from 
128. 25.2 24.6 43. 16.3 1.-51 the drilling face 
1290 22.2 in a drive; · dust 
raised by drillirg 
1300 16.2 3 dry holes. Sampl-
lJlo 9o4 1.3.6 44. 13.1 1.04 ing was commenced 
1320 15.1 two minutes after drilling was stopped 
Table III Continued 81. 
l 2 J 4 ; 6 7 8 
133. 12o9 
134. 11.2 11.6 45. .13 .J Oo87 
135~ 10.7 
Oo 136. 706 Taken 60 fto from 
137. 1106 9.5 460 7.5 l.27 the drilling face 
138. 9.3 in a drive; dust 
139. s.3 
raised by three 
dry holes; sampl-
140 .• 10.1 11.3 47 0 7.9 1.43 ing commenced 
141. 15.l+ half~hour after the 
drilling stopp·ed. 
P. 142. 1.8 Taken 20 fto from 
1430 1.4 the Jumbo drill in 
144. 1.2 lo4 48. o.a 1.75 a sand mine; 10 
145. lo4 minutes sampling 
146. 1.5 by impinger with 
1470 0.92 6 konimeter samples 
146. 
for each; wet drill-
.71 ing 
1490 l.J 










Q. 160. 5.5 Taken JO ft. from 
161. 408 4.3 51. 2.5 1~76 shovelling; two 
162. 2.7 shovels working 
simultaneously 
Table III Continued 82. 
1 2 J -~ 2 6 7 g 
1630 2.2 
164. 5o2 4.7 52. 2.3 2.04 
165. 608 
166. 6.2 
167. 3o5 4.2 53. 2.3 1.83 
168. 2o9 
R. 169. 9.0 Taken 15 fto from 
170. g.4 7.8 54. 2.9 2.71 shovelling; two 
171. 5.9 shovels worki~g; 
one. at a time 
172. 6.5 
173. 7.J 6.8 55. :.2.8 2.43 
174. 6.5 
175. 3o5 
1760 7ol 5.o6 56. 4.5 1.25 
177. 6.3 
s. 1780 906 Taken 20 ft. from 
1790 6.7 7o9 57. 3.7 2.16 dumping 
1800 7.4 
181. 4.4 
182. 5.a )o6 580 308 1.49 
lSJ. 6.6 
1g4. 6.5 
185. 608 6.o 59. 4.3 lo41 
11!6. 4.7 
in nearly all areas of the mines. They appear in the 
form of small eddy currents of high dust concentrations 
which are followed, within a few inches, by pockets of 
air which are relatively .£ree f"rom dust. 
The rates o:f coagulation and settling of dust 
particles. according to the Brownian Movement and Stokes 
Law, are important in bringing about variations in the 
particle concentration. It is also possible ~hat it may 
merely appear so, as large size particles may make their 
way through the nezzle of the sampling instrument and. the · 
saa1ler ones will not be collected in their tr12proportion. 
This is due to the fact that the motion of the particles 
is . determined by the net :force acting to cause the motion. 
The net force. in turn, depends upon the weight and 
dimeneions of the individual particle. Hence, two dusts,. 
with the same particle size distribution, but with dif-
ferent densi~ies, may be expected to yield dif".ferent 
results. Similarly. dll8t ·formations, of the :same sub-
stance., having,.;;. di:fferent size distributions, will also 
. , ..... a • · . 
yield di:f.ferent results. In sUllllation, the greater the 
density of tae soli4, and the larger the particle size, 
. the lower will be the percentage o:r dust particles in the 
air actually drawn in the sample, and censequently, the 
lower will be the reported dust concentrations. 
Another characteristic property of the aerosol 
particles is their ability to take on an electric charge 
by collision with free ions. Once having become charged, 
the particles are attracted to o-thers of opposite charge 
and thus bring about a ·change in the original arrangement 
and apparent concentration of dust particles in the 
aerosol; both in space and time. 
Added to the above, is the complication created by 
the breathing of the sampling personnel and the intake 
of dust-laden air by the sampling instruments. It is not 
really known where. in the fluctuating clouds., this air 
.. 
comes, from and what "ef"fect it may have upon the original 
concentration. It is certain, however, that they do 
a.ff ect momentary variations in the dust _cc,ncentration in 
their immeqiate vicinity. 
The ••Jor fluctuations in dust concentrations ·caused 
by the mining operations. or other dust sources., have b·een 
detected by both the instruments considered in this in-
vestigation., but momentary changes have been recorded only 
by the konimeter, It is evident. from the counting re-
sults obtained. that where the impinger has recorded only 
a certai~ average condition, the konimeter has shown the 
ayerage conaition as iwell as its various high and low com-
ponents spread ov_er this period~ The data in Table III 
have shown .that these components sometimes varry as much 
as..i_ lOQ_ per cent. or even more. from the average figureo 
In the case of the konimeter. a relatively small amount of 
air is collected in each sample., and a single sample there-
f"ore gives a measure of dustiness which has less statistical 
value than the average concentration results given by the 
s;. 
impinger which operates at a constant sampling rate over 
a longer period of time. On the other hand, a series of 
-instantaneous samples, as collected at intervals by the 
konimeter, show how dustiness actually fluctuates in the 
sampled area, ·and thus provides information not given by 
the continuous samples- of the impinger. 
The importance 0£ the sampling time interval and 
volwne of sample collected depends upon tl::t~ pattern of 
dust production and release. Compared with mine atmos-
pheres, the air movement and other distur~ing factors are 
auch greater in rock · crushing plants, foundries, or gr~ite 
cutting establishments, and fluctuations in diastiness are 
correspondingly higher. Under these circumstances, the 
konimeter may have even less value. The large n\1Dlber of 
instantaneous samples, required to give a reliable aTerage, 
invelves too much work in subsequent analyses to warrant 
their collection. The impinger has similar limited sta-
tistical value where there are major nuctuations in the 
rate of d~t production and release. 
Average dust cencentratiens are probably or greater 
importance ia the appraisal of .chronic pneumoceniosis 
hazard.a than they are in the evaluation, of expesures to 
acutely toxic dusts·. For exposures to the toxic · .. duets, the 
peak concentrations, revealed by a series of snap samples. 
are or greatest importance. 
In the case of human respiration. it is evident that 
a man does not inhale an aTerage dust concentration each 
S6. 
time. The peaks or troughs, as ·recorded by the konimeter, 
and not shown by the impinger, therefore, represent a 
better picture of the dusts inhaled by the persons expos-
ed to it. It is still -more important to record these 
peaks if the filteration process of the human respiratory 
~ystea is capable of filtering only a certain maximum 
dust per breath and if the concentration is more than 
such a maximum which is deposited in the lungs and con-
, . 
tracts infection. 
From · the results shown in Tables IV and V, it is 
evident that there is no constant ratio .between the mean 
konimeter CQunt and its corresponding impinger count. 
As a matter of fact, there does not appear tQ be any 
constant relationship between their counts even for a given 
mining condition. The results indicate a wide range in 
ratios for specific operations such as drilling, loading, 
or dumping. It is also evident, that in these results, 
the impinger counts show much more consistency than that 
shown by_ the .konimeter counts. 
In order to investigate possiDle reasons for tnis wide 
range o:r ratios, the results in Table V have been analysed 
in the fol~~lf.l.ng two ways. 
a) The various results have been divided into 
-
groups according to the dust concentration shown by the 
impinger count and the mean ratio with its per_centage de-
viation for each group calculated. The results are shown 
in Tables VIa through Xa. 
TABLE IV 87. · 
MEAN OF THE RATIO OF THE MEAN KONrnETER COUNT 
AND THE CORRESPONDING MEAN D1PINGFll COUNT 
l 2 .3 4 5 6 7 
Experi- Impinger Imping er Mean Im- · Mean Koni- Mean of Mean Ratio 
mental Sample · Count pinger Count meter Count Konimeter of 
SetNoo No. MPPCF MPPCF MPPCF Count MPPCF 6L1:± 
A. lo 3.3 5.0 2Q 208 3Q03 4.2 4o5J lo ·5Q . 
3. 3.0 4.4 
Bo 4 • . 5.5 7.6 
5. 5~3 6.5 5o5 6.93 1.096 6. 6.7 7o7 
c. 1. 8.3 9.0 
a. 8.6 8.43. 13o5 10.76 1.273 
9o 8.4 9.8 
n. 10. 66.7 Too high 
llo 207.8 151.1 IV n 
12. 178.7 n 
" 
E. 13. 34.6 JJo2 
14. 31.4 29.8 22o9 23.53 0.77 
15. 2Jo4 14o5 
F. 16. 4Jo7 11.8 
17. 49.4 51.5 JJoO 19.23 0.383 
18. 61.4 12.9 
Go 19. 12 .7 24060 
20. 10.9 9.2 
21. 10.4 9o9J 13.2 13.45 1.39 
22. 10.6 10.5 
23. 5.s 12.a 
240 9o2 10.4 
Tabla IV Continued 88. 
. 1 2 J !J: ~ 6 z 
Ho 25. 807 8.4 
26. 8.3 8d53 13.4 10.16 1.20 
27. 8.6 s.7 
I. 28. 12oJ l0o4 
29. 10.3 11.9 11.0 9.93 o.85 
JO. lJol s.4 
J. 31. 5.4. 4o9 
32. 5oJ · 5.4 6.9 7o83 1~45 
JJ. • 5o5 11.7 
K. 340 48.0 4406 
.35. 75 o.3 75.6 Too high 
36. 103.5 
" " 
L. 37. 55.7 40.1 
JS. J9o0 42.9 32.6 27.8 0.623 . 
39. 34.0 10.9 
M. 400 2408 32.8 
· 41. 25.7 23.4 20.3 23026 0.99 
42. 19.7 16.7 
N. 43. 16o.3 24.6 
44. 13 .1 14.23 13.6 16.60 lo14 
450 lJ.J 11.6 
o. 1+6. 7o5 7o7 9.5 10o4 loJ5 
470 7.9 11.3 
P. 48. Oo8 1.4 
49. Oo9 00,8J 1.5 lo2 lo43 
500 o.8 0.7 
89. 
Table IV Continued 
· l 2 3 !t 5 6 7 
Qo 51. 2.5 4.J 
52. 2oJ 2.36 4.7 4.4 1088 
53. 2.3 4.2 
R. 540 2.9 708 
550 2.a 3.3 608 6073 2.13 
560 4oS 5.6 
s. 570 3.7 7.9 
58. 308 3.9 5.6 605 1.69 
59. 4.3 6.o 
. 90:. 
TABLE V 
RATIOS OF TABLE IV IN ASCENDING ORDER OF IMPINGER COUNTS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Serial Experi- Imping er I.mpimger Mean Koni- Ratio 
No. mental Sample CoUBt meter Count 5/4 
Set Ho. No • . MPPCF MPPCF 
1. P. 50. o.8 0.7 0.87 
2o P. 48. o.8 1.4 1.75 ).3. P. 49. 0.9 1.5 1.67 
4. Q. 53. 2.3 4.2 1.83 
5. Q. 52. 2.3 4.7 2.oi 6. Q. 51. 2.5 4 • .3 1.7 
7. A. 2. 2.8 4.2 1.50 
8. ;a. 55. 2.8 6.8 2.43 
9. R. 43. 2.9 7.8 2.71 
10. A.. 3. 3.0 4.4 1.48 
11. 
•• 
1 • J.J 5.0 1.52 
12. s. 57. J.7 7.9 2.16 
13. s. 58. 3.s 5.6 .1.49 
14. s. 59. 4.3 6.0 .1.41 
15. R. 56. 4.5 5.6 1.25 
16. B. 5 5.3 5. 5 1.02 
17. J. 32. 5.3 609 1.30 
18. J. 31. 5.4 4.9 0.91 
19. J. 3.3. 5.5 11.7 2.13 
20. B. 4. .5;5 7.6 1.38 
21. G. 23. 5.~s 12.8 2.20 
22. Oo 46. 7.5 9.5 1.27 · 
23. o. 47. 7.9 11.3 1.43 
24. H. 26. 8~3 13.4 . 1.62 
25. c. 7. 8.J 9.0 1.08 :/ : 26. c. 9. 8.4 9.s 1.17 
27. c. 8. 8.6 13.5 1.57 
2i. H. 27. 8.6 8.7 1.01 
29. H. 25. 8.1 8.4 0.97 
.30. B. 6. 8.7 7.7 0.89 
310 G. 24. 9.2 10.4 1.13 
32. I • . 29. 10.J 11.0 1.07 
3.3. G. 21. 10.4 13 .2 1.27 
34. G. 22. 10.6 10.5 0.99 
35 G. 20~ 10.9 9.2 0.84 
36. I. 28. 12oJ 10.4 o.85 
37. G. 19. . 12.7 24.6 1.94 
38. I. JO. lJ.1 8.4 o.64 
39. li. 44. lJol 13.6 1.06 
400 N. 450 13 .J 11.6 0.87 
41. Bo 43. 16.J 24.6 1.51 
. 42. M. 42 • 19.7 17.7- o.85 
430 E. 15. 23.4 14.5 0.62 
44. Mo ' 40. 24.s 32.s 1.32 45. M. 41. 25.7 20.3 0.79 
91. 
Table V Continued 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
46. E. 14. 31.4 22.9 0.73 
47. L. 390 34.0 10.9 0.32 
480 E. 13. 3406 33.2 0.96 
49. L. 38. 39.0 32.4 0.83 
50. F. 16. 43.7 11.s 0.27 
51. K. 34. 48. 44.6 0.93 
52. F. 17. 49o4 33.0 o.67 
53. Lo 37. 55o7 40.1 Oo72 
540 F. 18. 61.4 .12.9 0.21 
92; 
b) Those results which appear consistent in 
their ratio are grouped according to the dust concentration 
shown by the impinger count and the mean ratio with its 
percentage deviation :for each or these groups is also 
calcu1ated. The results 0£ these analyses are shown in 
Tables VIb through IXb. 
The sWDD1ary or the results is shown in Table XI 
and represente~_graphically in Figure 250 The curve in 
Figure 25 suggests that, in spite o:f the wide variation in 
their corresponding ratios, there is a tendency for the 
konimeter to show higher dust counts for .the . low concentra-
tions indicated by the impinger, whereas, for at higher 
higher conqentrations, the konimeter has shown constantly· 
diminishiJig values. In other wo~d~,. considering that t~e 
. ~ . . ' .. . : .. 
iapinger.counts are more consi~~ent, konimeter counts 
decrease with the increase in dust concentration. It can 
a1so be stated, that for low dust concentrations, the koni-
meter is more efficient than the impinger, but with -the 
increase i~ dusty conditions, the efficiency of the koni-
meter decreases so rapid.ly that, f'or concentrations beyond 
35 million particle·s per cubic foot, it is almost impossible 
to get any indication of the aerosol. These results, 1£ 
interpreted in the foregoing manner, also confirm the ten-
dency of the impinger to show relatively lower values for 
the low dust concentratiens. 
Looking to the extreme figures in which konimeter 
counts have deviated from their own mean and, also, from 
91. 
TABLE VIA 
RATIOS OF TABLE IV FOR IMPINGER COUNT RANGE 0.0-4.9 MPPCF 
Seri- Experi·- Imping er Impinger Mean Koni- Ratio Re-
a1 No. mental Sample Count meter Count 5/4 marks 
Set Ne. 10. MPPCF MPPCF 
1. P. 50. o.8 0.7 0.87 Too Low 
2o p. 480 -o.8 1.4 1.75 
J. ~. 49. 0.9 1.5 1.67 
4. Q. 53. 2.J 4.2 1.83 
5o Q. 52. 2.3 4. 7 2.04 6. Q. 51. 2.5 4.3 1.76 
1. A·. 2. 2.8 4.2 1.50 
s. R. 550 2.8 6.8 2.43 Too High 
9. R. 54. 2.9 708 2.71 Too High 
10. A. J. 3.0 4.4 1.48 
11. Ao 1. 3.3 5.0 1.52 
12. s. 57. Jo? 7.9 -2.16 Too High 
13. So 58. J.8 5.6 1.49 
140 s. 59. 4.3 6.o 1.41 
. 15. R. 56. 6.5 5.6 1.25 · Too Low 
Mean - 1.72 
St.anc!ard Deviation 
-J=.·44 
Percentage Standard Deviation - 25% 
TABLE VIB 
RATIOS OF TABLE IV FOR IMPIJiGER COUNT 
R.lliGB0.0-4.9 .MPPCF, ADJUSTED* 
Seri- Exper- Imping er Impinger Mean Koni- Ratio 
al No. imental S•ple Count meter. Count 5/4 
Set No. llo. MPPCF MPPCF 
1. P .• 48. a.a 1.4 1.75 
2. Po 49. 0.9 1.5 1.67 
3. Q. 53. 2.3 4.2 1.83 
J+o Q. 52. 2.3 4.7 2.04 
5. Q. 51. 2.5 4.3 1.76 
6. .l. 2. 2.8 4.2 1.50 
1. A. 3. 3.0 4.4 1.48 
8. A. 1. 3.3 5.0 1.52 
9. s. 58. 308 5.6 1.49 
10. s. 59. 4.3 6.o 1.41 
t 
Mean - 1.65 
Standard Deviation - .:f.:. .19 
Percentage Standard Deviation - 11.5% 
.. ' 
*All those counts which are too high or too low have been 
eliminated 111 this table. 
TABLE VIIA -
RATIOS OF TABLE IV FOR- IMPINGER. CO UIIT RANGE 5-9.9 MPPCF 
Seri- Experi- Imping er Im.pinger Mean Koni- Ratio Re-
al No. mental Saaple Count meter . Count 5/4 marks 
Set No. ( No. M.PPCF MPPCF 
1. B. 5. 5.3 5~5 1.02 Too Low 
2. 
"· 
32. 5.3 6.9 1.30 
3. Jo Jl. 5.4 4.9 0.91 Too Low 
4. J ·. 33. 5.5 11.7 2.13 Too High 
5. B. 4. 5.5 7.6 1.38 
6. G .• 23., 5.8 12.g 2.20 Too High 
7 () 0 46. 7.5 9.5 1.27 
a. o. 47. 7.9 11.3 1.43 
9o . . a. - 26. 8.3 13.4 1.62 Too High 
10. c. ?o 8.3 9.0 1.08 
11. c. 9. 8.4 9.8 1.17 
12. c .• a. 8.6 13 .5 1.57·. 
.13. H. 21. 8.6 a.1 11~:01 Too Low 
14. H. 25. 8.7 s.4 0.97 Too Low 
15. B. 60 8.7 1.1 o.a9 Too Low 
16. G. 24. 9.2 10.4 1.13 
Mean 
-- 1.32 
Standard Deviation -. ..:i0.38 
Percentage Standard Deviation - 28.8% 
TABLE VIIB 
RATIO OF TABLE IV FOR IMPINGER COUNT 
RANGE 5.0-9.9 MPPCF. ADJUSTED* 
Seri- Exp er- Inpinger Imping er Mean Koni- Ratio 
al No. i~ental Sample Count meter- Count 5/4 
Set No. Ho. MPPCF MPPCF 
.. 
l. J. 32. 5.3 6.9 1.30 
2. B~ 4. 5.5 7.6 1.38 
Jo o. 46. 7.5 ().5 1.27 
4. o. 47. 7.9 11.3 1.43 
5. c. ?. 8.3 9.0 1.08 
6. c. 9. 8.4 9.8 1.17 
7. c. , . 8. 8.6 13.5 1.57 




- .:/:. .15 
Percentage Standard Deviation - 11.95% 
*All those counts which are too high or too low have been · 
eliminated in this table. 
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TABLE VIIIA -
RATIOS OF TABLE IV FOR IMPINGER COUNT RANGE 10-15 MPPCF 
Seri- Experi- Imping er Impinger Mean Koni- Ratio Re-
al Noo mental Sa.aple Count meter Count 5/4 marks 
Set Ne. No. MPPCF MPPCF 
1. I. 29. 10.3 11.·o 1.07 
2. G-. 21. 10.4 13.2 1.27 
3. G. 22. 10.6 10.5 0.99 
4. •·' . G •. 20 •. 10.9 9.2 0.81+ 5 •. I. 28 • . 12 • .3 10.4 0.85 
6. G. 19. 12.7 24.6 1.94 . Too High 
7. I. 300 13.1 8.4 0.64 Too Low 
s. N. .. 44 • 13.1 13.6 1.04 
9. N. 45. 13.3 11.6 o.87 
Mean - 1.06 
Standard Deviation -_:k .JS 
Percentage Standard Deviation - 35.1+% 
. TABLE VIIIB 
RATIOS OF TABLE IV FOR IMPINGER COUNT 
RANGE 10-15 MPPCF, ADJUSTED * 
Seri- Exper- Impinger Impinger Mean Koni- Ratio 
al Ho. imental Sample Count meter Count 5/4 

































Percentage Standard Deviation - 14.5% 
11.0 
13 .• 2 
10.5 
9.2 
10 .• 4 








o .• s1 
9:8 • 
*All ~hose counts which are too high or too low have been 
e~iminated in this table. 
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TABLE llA 
RATIOS OF TABLE IV Ft>R IMPING ER COUNT RANGE 15-35 MPPCF 
Seri- Experi- Imping er Impimger Mean Koni- Ratio Re-
al Hoo mental Sample Count meter. Count 5/4 marks 
Set Hoo · No. MPPCF MPPCF 
lo N. 63. 16.J 2i.6 1.51 Too High 2. M. 62. 19.7 l ·· .? o.85 
J. E. 15. 23.4 14~5 0.62 Too Low 
4. M. 40. 24.g 32.8 1.32 Too High 
5o M. 41. 254l7 20.3 0.79 
6. Eo 14. 31.4 22.9 0.73 
7. L. 39. 34.0 104'9 0.32 Too Low 
80 E. 13. 34.6 33.2 0.96 
Mean - 0.89 
Standard Deviation 
- ..::1:.. • 36 
Percentage Standard Deviation - 4D% 
~,100. 
TABLE IXB 
RATIOS OF TABLE IV FOR IMPINGER COUNT 
RANGE 16-35 MPPCF, ADJUSTED 
* 
Seri- Exper- Impinger Impinger Mean Koni- Ratio 
•l No. imental Sample Count meter Count 5/1+ 
Set No. No. MPPCF MPPCF 
1. M. 420 19.7 16.7 0.85 
2. M. 41. 25.7 20.3 0.79 
3. E. 140 31.4 22.9 0.73 
4o E. 13. 3406 33.2 0.96 
Mean - 0.83 
. Standard · Deviation - --1:. .079 
Percentage Standard Deviation - 9.5% 
*Al1 those counts which are too high or too low have been . 
eliminat,ed in this table. 
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TABLE li 
RATIOS OF TABLE IV FOR IMPINGER COU}lT RANGE 39.0 ~F ARD ABOVE 
Seri- Experi- Iapinger Impinger Mean Koni- Ratio Re-
al No. mental Sample Count meter Count 5/4 marks 
Set 10. No. MPPC:r JIPPCF 
1. L. 38. 39.0 32.4 0.83 Too High 
2. 
~- 16. 43.7 11.8 0.27 Too Low 3. K. 34. 48o0 44.6 0.93 Too High 
l+. F. 170 49.4 33~0 o.67 
5. L. 37. 55.7 40.1 0.72 
6. F. 18. 61.4 12.9 0.21 Too Low 
Mean - 0.61 
Standard Deviation - .::1::;..27 
Percentage Standard DeTiation ... 44.5% 
·102~·, 
TABLE XI 
SUMMARY OF D:ITA PRESENTED IN TABLES VIA THROUGH X 
Range in con-
centration shown 
by the impinger 

























1.72 · 1.32 ; 1.06 
Per cent stand-
ar4 deviation 
.44 .38 .38 ' 
25% 28.8% :-. 35.4% 
Bo · .Consid~ring those 
counts in the group 
which are within 
-l-20 per cent 0£ 
-nie mean in cate-





. cent ration in 
the range 2.6 
Total number 
of samples 10 
Percentage of 
!18.llples in the 
whole group 66~6% 
Mean ratio 
konimeter 




~d deviation llo5% 
7.6 11.5 
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IMPitGER COUNT M,P.P.C.F. 
Figure 25 - Correlation of the Instruments at Various Dust Concentrations 
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those of the corresponding impinger values, it becomes 
quite apparent that the snap-sampling instruments are 
dif"fieult to correlate with instruments which record the 
average conditions. In case or the very high values, 
it may be possible that the coarse particles, shattering 
against the glass slide of the konimeter, result in a 
large number of dis-aggregated .finer particles. This 
possibility~~ further supported by the fact that most 
0£ the high .figures represented by the konimeter counts 
correspond to the . loading or dumping samples which normal-
ly produce coarser particles than those taken near drill-
ing face. This also suggests that the impingement of" 
. the coarser particles in a liquid media. as it does in 
the case of" impinger, does not r .esult in particle dis-
aggregationo If it does so, it is insig:ni:ficant in com-
parison to wha~ appe.ars to have been indicated by the 
konimeter. 
The air velocities in the human respiratory system 
are generally of the order or about 2 meters per second. 
Furthermore, the respiratory tissues provide a very ef-
fective cushion • . ·Aggregates are not. therefore. likely 
to be broken up by impingement in the. respiratory system 
as they may be in the konimeter in which the particles 
impinge upon glass at a velocity of about 100 meters per 
second. They may be broken up to some extent .by chemical 
action once they have settled on the surfaces of the 
respiratory passages, but the larger aggregates, at any 
1050 
rate, will settle in the nasal passages, traches, and upper 
parts of the respiratory system. Particles settling in 
these passages do not play any part in the production 0£ 
the pul.aonary diseases (4). The behaviour of the koni-
meter, with regards to the particle dis-aggregatien, does 
not, there£ore, cerrespond to the action within the human 
respiratory system, and cannot, £or this reason, repreaent 
the true conditiono 
Another observation made during this study is in 
connection with the "··permissible limits o:f dustiness which 
have been .fixed £or each instrument. As already stated, 
there is no constant relationship between the counts 0£ 
one instrument with respect to those of the other. Be-
cause their ratios show wide variations, there can be no 
standard relation between their maximWB limits 0£ per-
missible dust concentration. The higher permissible 
figure or 450 particles per cubic centimeter (12.5 million 
partic1es per cubic foot), applicable to the Zeiss koni-
meter, suggests that this value incorporates all peak 
recordings or ._ this instrument• whereas the 5 millicr>n , par-
ticles per . cubic :root,· in the case of the maximum limit 
set for the midget impinger, re£lects on its continuous 
performance including all peaks and troughs• within the 
sampled a~mosphere, to produce an over-all average. It also 
suggests that. in evaluating dustiness by means of the koni-
meter, a greater number 0£ counts would be necessary in 
order to obtain a correct representation 0£ the peaks and 
106. 
troughs which abound in the dust -concentrations. It is 
conceivably possible to record the troughs and miss the 
peaks completely if a sufficient number of samples are 
not collected, and, in which case, it would be hazardous 
to rely upon those results. This danger is limited in 
the case of' midget impinger. 
I 
The accuracy of the results discussed above is the 
product of the collecting and counting e.fficien.cies as-
sociated with the sampling instruments used. In both 
... 
the cases, it is usual to count only a known fraction of 
the whole sampleo Any errors, shown in Tables VI through 
IX, are, therefore, ·the result o:f correlations between 
the instruments involving their collecting as well as 
coUBting ef'£iciencies. 
It has been observed, that there is nething offer-
ed in the results of the investigaters quoted, which can 
not be explained by the r.asults presented and discussed 
above. At the same time, these results offer food for 
future thinking and ·stimulus for extensive research which 
appears to be so very badly needed in this field. 
CHAPTER VT 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1E)7. 
This study .was undertaken to determine the relation 
between dust concentration measurements obtained by the 
Zeiss konimeter and>these . o.f the mid.get impinger in order 
. 
to provide a basis for rcomparison of their respective . 
results, and :~or the purpose of' conve.~ion of concentra-
tion measurements by one instrwnent to equivalent values 
for the other. During this study, nineteen working 
places, in four different mines, were selected for simul- · 
taneous sampling by the aforesaid two inst~uments. · At 
ef.ch place, 3 or .more imping-er samples were collected; 
each over a period of about 5 or 10 minutes. During 
this period o:f -each impinger sample, 3 or more konimeter samples 
were taken, at two minute interva1s, within a £ew inches 
£r€>m the impinger ... :-intak:e. A total number of 59 samples 
was collected by_ the impinger, and 186 by the konimeter. 
The atmospheres were sampled within a wide range of varied 
dust concentrations in order to provide sufficient data 
£or analysis of the . instrument performances. 
The ratios obtained from the corresponding sample 
counts have shown wide variations from one dusty condition 
to another, and even £or the same condition. It was found 
that no single conversion factor or £actors could be ob-
tained. The reasons £or such di££erences, as stated in the 
previous chapter, are £urther borne out by the results of 
this investigation as they were by many previous individual 
10& 
investigators who were concerned with only single instru-
ments. The possible explanations £or these differences 
have been summarised as below: 
1) The dust cl0uds underground fluctuate 
widely in their dust content, both in space as well as 
in time. 
2) The sa111pling characteristics of the two 
instruments -- di.ff er greatly. The konimeter is a snap-
sampling instrument in which a relatively small amount 
0£ air -is collected in a moment, and a single · sample 
gives a measure 0£ dustiness which has less st·atistical 
value than the average concentration given by the midget 
impinger which operates continuousl.y, at constant sampling 
rate, over a comparatively much lcnger period of · time·o On 
the other hand, a series 0£ iristantaneeus samples collect-
ed by the konimeter· show how dustiness fluctuates and 
thus provide information not given by the continuous 
samples collected by the impinger. 
3 l The ~elati ve collecting and the counting 
efficiency of these two instruments. in re1ation to .the 
magnitude of dust cencentration, vary significantly. 
4) Lastly, but probably of greater influence 
in determi~ing ratios, is the varying extent of dis-
aggregation and shattering of particles brought about in 
the course 0£ collecting samples. 
A comparative study of the dust count ratios, in 
rel.ation to the dust concentrations shown by the midget 
1<>9. 
impinger has. however. shown that, in s-pite of wide 
variations in their corresponding ratios, there is a 
general tendency 0£ the konimeter to record higher counts 
in low dust concentrations, whereas, in higher concentra-
tions. its .. values decrease rapidly. Beyond 35 million 
particles per cubic £oot, it is almost -impessible to get 
any indicat~on of the dusty atmesphere by means 0£ tais 
instrument, whereas the impinger can successfully operate 
in even higher concentrations. This again leads to the 
ether important conclusion; that there is no definite 
correlation between their standards of" permissible dusti-
ness, and their aaximwn permissible dustiness bu•s seem, :, 
to be entirely arbitrary. The higher figure assigned, in 
the case 0£ konimeter, seems ~o have incorp_orated all 
the peak reco~cling characteristics 0£ that instrWDent. 
On the other hand• the low :figure• in the case of impingrr, . 
reflects on its continuous per:formance; including peaks and 
troughs to give an over all average. 
The author reels that the konimeter and the impinger 
methods 0£ collecting. analysing and evaluating dust are 
purely emp~rical and not absolute. They may be of value 
in comparing results 0£ each individual instrument. but 
0£ little or no significance if comparis.on is attempted 
between the results 0£ one instrument with those 0£ the 
other. It is-recommended, however, that further inves-
tigations be made to understand more fully the effects of" 
coarae dust particles disaggregating on impingement; 
110. 
essentially in the case of konimeter, but also with the 
impinger. Further, better knowledge 0£ the physical, 
chemical and numerical significance 0£ the dusts evoked 
ailments be obtained by expert pathologists to cast more 
light on the respiratory behaTior 0£ contaminated air so 
that an engineer may become armed with better tools £or 
combating the dust pr<>blems. 
111. 
APPENDICES 
Appendix ·· .l 
Information on Samples 0£ Dust-laden Air Collected from 
the Mines 
112. 
Information on Samples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set A 
Sample of Dust from Air Date Sampled Janu~ 20 1 1961 
Coo St. Joseph Lead Com~any Mine or Plant~nne Terre Mine 
State Missouri Countyto~rancis Town Bonne Terre 
iocation in Mine or Plant Stope Elevation 800 
20 ft. from 
the drill 
Sampling Location Plan 
MIDGET IMPINGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Sample Time Sample Sample Sample 
No. Started Minutes Rate Volume No. Volume 
3 5 cc. 
1 s.55 5 Ool cfm Oo5 Coft 4 5 cc. 
5 5 cc. 
6 5 cc. 
2 9.oo,3on 5 0.1 cfm Oo5 Coft 7 5 cc. g 5 cc. 
9 5 cc. 
3 9.05 5 0.1 ·crm 0.5 c.:rt 11 5 cc. 
12 5 cc. 
Conditions during sampling - Wet drilling, one drill; one 
man drilling. Two holes were drilled. 
Air:. Temp; D.B. 60°F RoHo 85% Flow; F.P.M. ll 
Place; W 110 Ft. Ht. 20 Ft.Area Large . 
Remarks - Konimeter Sample 2 was spoiled; No. 10 left blank 
£or referenceo Dust from Dolomiteo 
113. 
In£ormation on Samples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set B 
Sample of Dust fromAir Date Sampled January 20, 1961 
Coo Sti Joseph Lead CE>l'jany Mine or P. iant Bonne Terre Mine 
State iasouri. County t. Francis Town Bonna Terre 
Location in Mine or Plant Stope E1evation lffi _ 
50 f'to from shovel on the 














Sample Sample v 
No. Volume 
13 5 cc. 
11,. 5 cc. 
15 5 cc. 
16 5 cc. 
17 5 cc.-
18 5 cc. 
19 5 cc. 
21 5 cc. 
22 5 cc. 
Conditions during sa11pling - Shovelling and loading into 
truck. 1/2 ton shovel. Sampling done in the direction of 
ventilative current fiowing from east to west. The op•r-
ation was continuous. 
Air: Temp; D.B. 60°F R.Ho fil Flow; F.P.M. ll 
Place_: W Large . Ht::3o Ft. Area Large 
Remarks - Konimet·er aaaple No. 20 left blank for reference. 
Dust from delonictic limestone. 
1140 
Information on Samples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set C 
Sample of Dolomite Dust fi:,m Air Date Sampled January: 20 1 1961 C:o. St. Joseph Lea< Comrn:x Mi~ or P1ant Bonpe Terre Mine 
State Missouri County :t. Francia Town Benne Terre 
l,ocation in Mine or Plant 1 Large Stope Elevation m>o 
30 ft. east of load-
ing and 20 ft. west 
of drilling. 





Bo. Started Minutes Rate 
Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Volume No. Time Volume 
23 23 5 cc. 
7 10008'00• 5 0 •. 1 c.ft/m 0.5 c.ft 24 24 5 cc. 
25 25 5 cc. 
26 26 5 cc. 
8 10.13,30• 5 0.1 c.n/m 0.5 Coft 27 27 5 cc. 
28 26 5 cc. 
29 29 5 cc. 
9 10.18'55" 5 0.1 c.ft/m Oo5 c.rt 30 30 5 cc. 
1 1 5 cc. 
Conditions during 8Ulpling 
- Loading into truclc by 1/2 ton 
shovel on western side and one wet drilling OD the eastern 
side. Operation coatinuous. 
Air: Temp; 1>.B. 60~F R.H.~ Flow;· F .P oM. ll 
Place; W Large lit. -2,5 to . JO • Area Large 
1150 
Inferaati~n on Samples- 0£ Partical.ate Matter 
Experiment Set D 
January 27, 1961 
6 ft. from the 
drilling face. 
Section Sampling Location Plan 
MIDGET IMPINGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Saaple Tiae Sample Saaple Sample 
Ho. Started Minutes Rate Volume No. Volwne 
1 2.5 CCo 
1 2.3s,oo• 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c • .rt 2 2.5 ec. 
3 2c,5 cc. 
4 2.5 cc. 
2 2.43,20• 5 0.1 c:fm Oo 5 c.i't 5 2.5 cc. 
6 2.5 cc. 
7 2o5 cc. 3 2.4s,40• 5 0.1 c:fa 0.5 c.ft g 2.5 cc. 
9 2.5 cc. 
Conditions during s.aapling - One drill operating; drilling. 
Four holes were drilled each fer 2 1/2 to 3 111.nutes period. 
Air: Temp;' °F WB 2i!_. D.B. 610 Flow; F.P.Mo Almost Still 
,1aQe; W? Ft •. Ht.~ Area 63 Sq. rt, 
Remarks ·- Drilling was dry as sach. · There was heayY dust 
concentration. 
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Information on Samples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set E 
Saaple of Limestone Du.st from Air Date Smnple4 January 27, 1961 
Co. M.fi•• Rine or Plant ffier;enta1 Mine 
State =ssouri County Phepiiwn Rolla 
30 £to from th.e 
drilling face. 
Saapling Location Plan 
MIDGET DIPINGER ZEISS KORDIETER 
Sample Tiae Sample S•pie Sample 
No. Started Minutes Rate Volwne Bo. Volume 
:• 11 2.5 
4 2.56•00• 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c.tt :. 12 2.5 
13 2.5 
14 2.5 
5 3.01,40• 5 Ool cfm 0.5 c.ft 15 2.5 
16 2.5 
17 2.5 
6 3.07,00• 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 e • .rt 18 2.5 
19 2.5 
Conditions during sampling - Four drill holes were drilled 
dry to set up the duet in the atmosphere. Last hole was 
£1nished at 2.51 before sampling at abe•t 30 ft. away from 
drilling face started • 
.Air: Temp; °F WB 57°F D.B. 61•r Flow; .F.P.M.· !i 











Information on Saaples 0£ Pfrticulate Matter 
Experiment Set F 
Saaple of Limestone Dust from Air Date Sampled January 27 1 1961 
Co. M.SfM. Mine or Plant werienta1 Mine 
State M ssouri County Phel)S ~wn Rolla · 
.30 rt o from the 
drilling :face 
S!flpling Lecation Plan 
MIDGET IMPINGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Sample Time 




Rate Ko. Volume 
21 2.5 cc. 
7 5 0.1 c£m Oo5 c.rt · 22 2.5 cc. 
24- 2.5 cc. 
25 2.5 cc. 
3.22 1 30• 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 26 2.5 cc. 
27 2.5 CCo 
28 2.5 cc. 
9 5 Q.l cfm 0.5 Co:ft 29 2.5 cc. 
lB 2.5 cc. 
Conditions during suapling - Dry drilling; one drill oper-
ating. Sampling started when the dusty air .· passed through 
the samp~ing location. Drilling started 3.14,0011 and 
saapling comm.enced .at .3.17,00•. Four holes were . clrilledo 
Drilling waa over at about . .3.30,00•. · 
ilr: Teap; °F \fB 57Z D.B. 610}1' Flow; F.P.M. 12. 
l:'lace; .W 10 Ht. 2. .ea .90 Sq. Ft. . 
. . 
Remarks - Sample Re. 23 of the konimeter spoiled; Samples 
No. JO and 20 le.rt blank for reference. _Spare 
disk (b) was transfered to the konimeter and 
already -completed one placed in the metal box. 
Informatien on Saaples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set G 
118. 
January 27, 1961 
60 ft. £rem the 
drilling .race 
Saapling Location Plan 
MIDGET IMPI:NGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Sample Time Sample Sample Sample 
No. Started Minutes Rate · Volume Ho •. Volume 
2B 2.5 cc. 
l.O 3.1+0•00• 5 0.1 crm 0.5 c.:rt JB 2.5 cc. 
4B 2.5 cc. 
5B 2.5 cc. 
11 Jo45'30" 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 6B 2.5 cc. SB 2.5 cc. 
9B 2.5 cc. 
12 3.50,55• 5 0.1 cfm Oo5 c.:rt llB 2.5 cc. 
12B 2.5 cc. 
13B 2.5 cc. 
13 J.56'20" 5 0.1 ctm 0.5 c.:rt 1413 2.5 cc. 
15B 2.5 cc. 
16B 2.5 cc. 
14 . 4.01•1+5 11 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 17B 2.5· cc. 
18B 2.5 cc. 
19B 2.5 cc. 
15 4.07,15• 5 0.1 c.fm o. 5 c.f't 2ttB 2.5 cc. 
228 2.5 cc. 
Conditions during sampling - Four holes were drilled. Sampling 
started 10 ainutes af'ter the drilling was over. Drilling was 
dry. 
Air: Temp; OF WB 56°F B.B. 610F Flow; F.P.M. !2. 
Place; W 11 Ft • . Ht. 9 Fto Area 99 Sq. Ft. 
119. 
Information on Samples of Particu1ate Matter 
Experiaent Set H 
Saap1e or Limeatone Du,t rrom Air Date Samp1ed January ii• 1961 
Co. St. Joseph Lead Col!jany Mine or Pl.ant Federal No. 1 
Stat• Missouri .. County --t. l'rancis Town Flat River 
Location in Mine or Plant Stope Elevation lQQ. 
10 ft. from Joy 
Juabo dril.l • . 
Sampling Location Plan 
MIDGET IMPIHGER 
Sampl.e Time 
No. Started Minutes 
1 9.37, 5 
2 5 




0.1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 
0.-1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 




1 5 cc. 
2 5 cc. 
3 5 cc. 
4 5 cc. 
5 5 cc. 
6 5 _cc. 
8 5 cc. 
9 5 cc. 
11 5 cc. 
Conditions during saapling - Joy Jwnbo drill operated by 
one driller. two drill holes siaultaneously working. Wet 
drilling. Two holes by each were drilled simultaneously. 
ilr: Temp; D.Bo60o:F R.H. f0% F1ow; F.PoM. ll 
Pl.ace; W Large -H~. tg Ft. rea Large _ 
Remarks - Sample 7 of koniaeter spoil.ed and Noo 10 left 
blank for reference. · 
Information on Saaples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set I 
6 :ft. from. load-
ing point. 
Sypling Location Plan 
MIDGET .IMPINGER ZEISS 
Sample Time Sample Sample 
No. Started Min'tltes Rate Volume No. 
12 
4 10.07 1 0011 5 0.1 c:fm 0.5 c.ft 13 
ll,. 
15 
5 10.12 1 25• 5 0~1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 16 
17 
18 
















Conditions during sampling - First seven minutes loading 
continued, then the car left. Loading continued after four 
minutes interval. Sampling continued. 
Air: Temp; D~ B. 600F R.H.~ Flow; F.P.M. !2. 
Place; Ht. 20 Ft. Irea Large . 
Remarks - Konimeter Sample 20 was le£t blank :for reference. 
121.· 
Information on S&11ples o.f Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set J 
Sample of Li-istone D!@t :rroll1 Air Date Sampled Janua~;ll, 1961 Co. St. Josep Lead CPl!jany Mine or Pla~t Fedral No. 1 
State Missouri County t. ~ranc-1s Town Flat River 
Location in Mine or Pl~t Drift Elevation ZQQ. 
25 rt. fre>m Drill A 
&. 7 ft. from Drill B 
Sampli1% Location Plan 
MIDGET lMPINGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Sample Time Sample Sample Sample 
No. Started Minutes Rate Volume No. Volume 
22 5 cc. 
7 10.37,00• 5 0.1 c.fm Oo5 c • .ft 23 5 cc. 
24 5 cc. 
25 5 cc. 
10.42'30" 5 0.1 c:rm Oo5 Coft 26 5 cc. 
27 5 ce. 
28 5 cc. 
9 10.47, 50" 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c.rt 29 5 cc. 
30 5 cc. 
Conditions during sailpling - Two drilling machines contin-
uously drilling. Bot.h drilling wet. Direction of air 
now from A to B drift was being widened. 
Air.: Temp; D.Bo 60 R.H.~ Flow; FoPoM• li 
Place; W 12 Ft. 'Ht:. 15 Fto 
122/ 
Information on Samples 0£-Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set K 
Sample 0£ Limestc,ne D•st :from Air Date Sampled February Z-~J:.a~961 
Co. MoS.M. . Mine or P1,-nt lxperiaental Mine 
Stat~ Missouri Ceunty Phelps Town Rolla 





ZEISS KONIMETER . 
Sample Time 
No. Started Minutes Rate 
Sample Sample Sample 
Voluae Ho. Volume 
1 2.5 cc. 
1 2.17,00• 5 0.1 c:fm 0.5 Coft 2 2.5 cc. 
3 2.5 cc. 
4 2.5 cc. 
2 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 5 2o5 cc. 
6 2.5 cc. 
7 2.5 cc. 
3 5 0.1 c£m 0.5 Q.ft g 2.5 .cc. 
9 2.5 cc. 
Conditions during saapling - Three holes drilled; dry drill-
ing. lrilling and aaapling simultaneous. Drilling started 
at 2.16' PM and lasted at 2.32,oon. 
60 . l Air: WB .5Q_ .D.B. ~ Flow; F.P.M. ~
Place; W !I l:Ito 9:Pt. Area 99 . Sq.~ 
123. 
Information on Saaples of.Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set L 
Febraary 7, 1961 
20 .fto £rom the 
drilling face 
Sampling Location- Plan 
MIDGET DtPINGER 
Sample Time 
.No. Started Minutes Rate 
ZEISS KONlMETER 
Sample · Sample ·sample 
Voluae Nco Volume 
11 2.5 cc. 
2oJ7 5 0.1 cfm Oo5 c • .rt 12 2.5 
13 2.5 
14 2.5 
5 5 0.1 c£m 0.5 c.ft 15 2.5 
16 2.5 
17 2.5 
6 5 0.1 cfm 0.5 c.rt lS 2.5 
19 2.5 
Conditions during s .. pling - Three holes drilled. drilling 
was , dry. Drilling commenced at 2ol6t PM and lasted 
2.32100• PJI. Saapling started 2.3a,oo~o 
Air: Temp; ~F-· WB 50°:F D.B. 56° Flow; F.P.M. ll 










In£ermation on Saaples 0£ Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set M 
Supl~ of' Limestone D~r f'rea Air Date.~ampled February 71 1261 
Co. M.S.M.. Mlie or _P :ant Experimental Mine 
State Missouri County Phelps Town Rolla 
45 ft. £rem the 
drilling face 
Saapling Location Plan 
MIDG~T JBillGER ZEISS DNIMETER 
.. 
Sample Time Samp1e Sample Sample 
Hoo Started Miaut.es Rate Volume No. Volume 
21 2.-5 
7 3ol5'00• 5 0.1 cfm Oo5 Coft 22 2.5 
23 2.5 
24 2.5 
9 5 O.l cfm Oo5 c.ft 25 2.5 
26 2.5 
27 2.5 
10 5 Ool cfm 0.5 Co.ft 28 2.5 
29 2.5 
Conaitions during saaplin& - Three holes drilled; drilling 
was dry. Drilling cell8lenced at .3.12•00• PM and lasted at 
3.26•00•. Sampling &:'tarted at 3.15 100• PM. 
. . . 
.lir: Te111p; 0 .F WB_ 50;, D.B. §6°F Flow; F.P.M. !5. 











Remarks - Sample No.$ of Midget Impinger was spoiledo Its 
stopper was found loose •. 
Information on Samples ot Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set N 
125. 
February: 7, 1961 
45 ft. from the 
drilling face · 
Saapliag Location Plan 
MIDGET DIPIIGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Sample Tiae 







Ool e£m 0.5 Co.ft 
0.1 c£m 0~5 c.ft 
0.1 cfm Oo5 Cort 
·sample S•ple 
Ro .• Volume 
lB 5 cc. 
2B . 5 cc. 
3B 5 cc. 
4B 5 cc. 
. 5B 5 cc. 
6B 5 cc. 
7B 5 cc. 
9B 5 cc. 
llB 5 .cc. 
Conditions during saapling - Three holes drilled; a11 dry. 
Sampling started 10 minutes after the drilling was over. 
Air: Temp; OF WB :5.Q_ . D.B~ 22_ Flow; F.P.K.~ 
Pl•ce; . W .ll. . Hto 91"t1 - .lrea 99 Sq. Ft, 
Remarks - Saap1e No. 8B of Konimeter got spoiled. 
Information on Samples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set O 
126. 
Sample 0£ imestone Dust from Air February?, 1961 
Co. M.S.M. · · 
State Mlssouri 





Sample Time Sample 
Bo. Started Millutes Rate VolUlle 
14 3.55,00• 5 0.1 c:fm 0.5 c.:rt. 





12B 5 cc. 
13B 5 cc. 
14B 5 cc. 
15B 5 cc. 
16B 5 cc. 
17B 5 cc. 
Conditions during S·aapling - Three holes drilled; all dry. 
Saapling started at 3.55 PM. Brilling was oTer 3.26 PM. 
Air: Temp; °F WB .~ D.B. 56°F Flow; FoP.M. li 
Place; W .!Q. Ht._ 9'°7't • .. .lrea 90 Sg. Ft. 
127. 
Information on Saaples or Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set P 
Sample of Silica Dust £rom Air Date Sampled Februar,x 16, 1961 
co.. Pittsburf Glass Companf Mine or P1ant Sand ilne 
State Miss• Town Custa City 
20 .ft. .from 
drilling .face 
Section Sampling Location Plan 
MIDGET DIPIJIGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Saaple Time · Sample Sample Sample 
No. Started Minutes Rate Volume No. Volume 
1 5 cc. 
2 5 cc. 
1 9.03,oon 10. 0.1 .cfm l Coft 3 5 cc. 
4 5 cc. 
5 5 cc. 
6 5 cc • 
2 9.13,3on 10 0.1 cfm 1 c.ft 7 . 5 cc. g 5 cc. 
9 5 cc. 
11 5 cc. 
12 5 CCo 
13 5 cc. 
14 5 cc. 
15 5 cc. 
16 5 CCo 
3 9.24,0011 10 0.1 c.fm 1 c.rt 17 5 cc. 
18 5 cc. 
19 5 cc • 
. Conditions during sampling - Wet drilling by Jumbo Drill • . 
15 .feet hole; three holes drilled. Machine stopped in the 
middle due to some trouble. Sampling contiftuous. Driller 
operating from about 15 to 20 .rt • .from the face. 
Air: Temp; D.Bo 58°F RoH. m Flow; F.PoM• ll 
Place; W 30 Ft. Ht. 30 Ft. Area 900 Sg. Ft. 
Remarks - Impinger sample 10 minutes each; .for each impinger 
sample konimeter samples were six. No. 10 konimeter 
sample le.ft .blank .for re£erenceo 
In£crmation on Samples 0£ Particulate Matter 
Experiaent Set Q 
128. 
&L.Duet from Air Date Sampled February 14 1 1961 
or Plant Sand Mine 
30 £t. from 
shovelling 
s .. pling Location Plan 
MIDGET IllPDlGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Saaple Tiae 







0.1 cfm Oo5 c.ft 
Ool cfm 0.5 c.ft 
0.1 cfm Oo5 c • .rt 
Sample Sample 
No. Volume 
21 5 cc. 
22 5 CCo 
23 5 cc. 
24 5 cc. 
· 25 5 cc. 
26 5 cc. 
27 5 cc. 
28 5 cc. 
29 5 cc. 
Conditions during s .. pling - Two 8 tons shovels working_ 
.from both the sides l & B. 
Air: Temp; DoB. ~ ··a_.H. -~ Flow; F.P.M. il 
l,'lace; W l+O Ft. Ht. ·30. Ft •. . Area 1 1 200 Sgo --vt. 
129. 
Information on Saaples of Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set R 
Sample of Silica Dust ,from .Ur Date Sapled Fabruary 141 1261 Co. P'ittsb'uaGlaas Cp:Pany Mine or Plant Saa Mine 
Sta~i Miss·o · Town : tystal City 
15 ft. from 
shovelling 
Saapling Location Plan 
MIDGET DIPINGER ZEISS KONIMETER 
Sample Time 







0.1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 
0.1 cfm Oo5 c.£t · 
0.1 cfm 0.5 c.ft 
Sample Sample 
No. Volwne 
lB 5 cc. 
2B 5 cc. 
3B 5 cc. 
4B 5 cc. 
5B 5 cc. 6B 5 CCo 
7B 5 cc. 
8B 5 cc • . 
9B 5 cc. 
Conditions ·during s1111pling - Two .8 ton shovels working 
alternatingly from ~he same side. Shovelling almost con-
tinuous. 
Air: Temp;. D.B. ~ · ' ~ -•_H. 98% Flow; F:•P.M. ll 
~laee; W 40 Ft. lit. ~O Ft. Area 1 1 200 Sgo Pt. 
Remarks - Koniaeter disk replaced with the extra disk B. 
Saaple lio. lOB left blank for reference. 
1300 
In£oraation on Samples 0£ Particulate Matter 
Experiment Set S 
Sample or &ilica Dust .from Air Date Sampled February 14, 1961 
Co. PittsburJ!I:Gl.ass CelianiJ. Mine or P1ant Sand Mine 
State Aisso Town _st City 
20 :fto £rom dump-
ing into chute 
Sampling Location Plan 
MIDGET IIPINGER ZEISS KONil1ETER 
S&11ple Time Sample Sample Sample 
Mo. Started Minutes .Rate Voluae No. Volume 
11 5 cc. 
12 5 cc. 
13 5 cc. 
10 lOol8tQQ• 10 0.1 cfm 1 c.rt 14 5 cc. 
15 5 cc. 
16 5 cc. 
17 5 cc. 
18 . 5 cc. 
11 10.28,30• 10 0.1 crm 1 c.rt 19 5 cc. 
·21 5 co. 
22 5 cc. 
23 5 cc. 
24 5 cc. 
25 5 cc. 
12 10.39,0011 10 0.1 cfm 1 c.rt 26 5 cc. 
27 5 cc. 
26 5 cc. 
29 5 cc. 
Conditions during sampling - 6 ton shovel cum trucks C\111. 
dumpers duaping into chute. Two such machines operating. 
Air: Teap; D.B • .5.a_ RoH. ~ Flow; F.P.M. !.i 
Place; W 40 Ft. Ht. 25 Ft. · Area Large 
131 • 
.lPPEN'.E>IX B 
INFORMATIOB · ON DUST CONCENTRATIONS 
RECORDED FROM THE KONIMETER SAMPLES 
l 2 J 4 5 
Experi- SamJ)le Air · Number of Par- . Number Gf 
mental _Net. Sampled ticlee per Particles 
Set No~ .40° Sector MPPCF 
A.. 1. 5 CCo 8.7 4.4 
2. 5 cc. 73 3.7 ). 5 cc. 134 6.8 
4. 5 cc. 113 5.8 
5. 5 cc. 92 4., 7 
6. 5 cc. 41 2.1 
1. 5 cc. 67 3.4 
80 5)::oc. g9 4.5 
9. 5 CCo 103 5.3 
B. 10. 5 cc. 132 . 6.7 
·11. 5 cc. 117 6.o 
12. 5 CCo 198 10.1 
13. 5 cc. ·11, , 6.1 
14. 5 cc. 109 5.6 
15. 5 cc. 97 5.0 
16. 5 cc. 84 4.3 
17. 5 cc • . 147 7.5 
18. 5 cc. 223 11.4 
c. 19. 5 cc. 203 10.4 
20. 5 cc. 146 1.5 
21. 5 cc. 178 9.1 
22. 5 cc. 211 10.8 
23. 5 cc. 243 12.4 
24. 5 cc. 332 16.9 · 
25. 5 cc. 238 12.1 
26. 5 cc. 163 g.3 
27. 5 cc. 174 9.0 
D. 28. 5 cc. Too High 
29. 5 cc. .. • JO. 5 cc. 
310 5 cc. Too High 
32. 5 cc. • • 
33. 5 cc. " .. 34. 5 CCo· " .. 35., 5 cc. 
" " 360 5 CCe 
" 
.. 
E. 370 2.5 cc. 410 41.9 
38. 2.5 cc. 373 JS.l 
39 2.5 cc. 192 :19.6 
132. 
1 2 3 4 5 
40. 2.5 cc. 290 29.6 
41. 2.5 cc. 170 17.4 
42. 2.5 cc. 211 21.6 
43. 2.5 cc. 113 11.5 
. 1+4. . 2.5 cc. 85 8.7 
45. 2.5 cc • . 227 23.2 
Fo 46. 2.5 cc. 119 12.15 
47. 2.5 cc. 107 10.9 
48. 2.5 cc. 123 l2 .6 
49. 2.5 cc. 483 49.3 
50. 2.5 cc. 327 33.4 
51. 2. 5 CCo 161 16.5 
52. 2o5 CCe 135 13.s 
53. 2o5 CCe 121 12.4 
54. 2.5 cc. 122 12.5 
G. 55. 2.5 cc. 227 23.2 
56. 2.5 cc. 238 24.3 
57. 2.5 cc. 258 2f, .4 
58. 2. 5 cc. 112 -11.4 
59. 2.5 . cc. 69 7.1 
60. 2~5 cc. 90 9.2 
61. 2.5 cc. 87 8.9 
62. 2.5 cc. 119 12·.2 
63. 2.5 cc • . 182 18.6 
64. 2.5 cc. 116 11.8 
65. 2. 5 cc. 93 9.5 
66. 2.5 cc. 101 10.3 
67. 2.5 cc. 109 11.1 
68. 2.5 cc. 114 11.6 
69. 2.5 cc. 152 15.5 
70. 2.5 ec. 137 14.0 
71. 2. 5 cc. 121 12.4 · 
72. 2.5 cc. 49 5.00 
H. 73. 5 ·cc. 217 11.1 
74. 5 cc. 172 8.8 
75. 5 cc. 105 5.4 
76. 5 cc. 267 13.6 
77. 5 cc •. · . 195 10.0 
78. 5 cc •. 325 16.6 
79. 5 cc. 213 10.9 
80. 5 cc.· 153 7.8 
81. 5 CCo 144 7.3 
I. 82. 5 cc. 127 6.5 
830 5 cc. 185 9.5 
84,. 5 cc. JOO 15q3 
\ 85. 5 cc. 281 14.3 86. 5 cc. 243 12.4 
87. 5 CCo 114 5. g 
133. 
1 2 3 4 5 
88. 5 cc. 143 7.3 
89. 5 cc. 167 e.5 
90. 5 cc. 184 9.4 
J. 91. 5 cc. 87 4.4 
92. 5 cc. 93 4. 7 
930 5 cc. : 89 4.5 
94. 5 cc. 160 s.2 
95. 5 cc. 97 4.9 
96. 5 cc. 147 7.6 
97. 5 cc. 403 ~-5 
98. 5 cc. 179 9.1 
99. 5 CCo 112 5.7 
K. 100. 2.5 , cc. 457 46.6 
101. 2.5 cc. 449 45.7 
102. 2.5 CCo 408 41 .6 
103. Too High 
104. Too High 
105. Too-~: High 
106. Too High 
107. Too High 
1080 Too High 
L. 109. 2.5 cc. 423 43.1 
110. 2.5 cc. 379 38.5 
111. 2.5 ec. 381 38.8 
112. 2.5 cc. 367 37.5 
113. 2.5 cc. 313 31.9 
, 114. 2.5 cc. 271 27.7 
115. 2.5 cc. 121 12~3 
1160 2.5 cc. 109 11.1 
117. 2.5 cc. 90 9.2 
Mo 118. 2:.j cc. 297 30.1 
119. 2.5 cc. ' 405 41.3 
120. 2o5 cc. 280 26.5 
121. 2.5 cc. 227 23.2 
. 122. 2.5 cc. 20I+ 20.8 
123. 2.5 cc. 167 17.0 
124. 2.5 cc. 129 13.1 
125e 2.5 cc. 148 15.1 
126. 2.5 cc. 215 22.0 
N. 127. 5 cc. 519 26.4 
128. 5 CCo 493 25.2 
129. 5 CCo 435 22.2 
130. 5 cc. 317 16.2 
131. 5 cc. 184 9.4 
132. 5 CCo 2$7 15 .1 
134. 
l 2 3 4 . 5 
133. 5 cc. 253 12.9 
13!.. 5 cc. 219 11.2 
135. 5 cc. 210 10.7 
o. 136. 5 cc. ·149 7.6 
137. 5 cc. 227 11.6 
138. 5 cc .• 182 9.3 
139. 5 cc. 16J s.3 
140. 5 cc. ~; 198 10.1 
141. 5 cc. 302 15.4 
P. 142. 5 cc. 35 1.8 
143. 5 cc. 28 1.4 
144. 5 cc. 26 1.2 
145. 5 cc. 27 1.4 
146. 5 .cc. 30 1.5 
147. 5 . ec. 18 -.92 
148. 5 cc. l4 ..71 
149. 5 cc. 26 1.3 
150. 5 cc. 45 2.3 · 
151. 5 cc. 22 · 1.1 . 
152. 5 cc. 32 1.6 
153. 5 cc. 36 1.8 
154. 5 cc. 18 .92 
155. 5 cc. 11 .~6 
156. 5 ,cc. 27 1.4 
157. 5 . cc. 6 ·.31 
158. 5 CCo 5 .26 
159. 5 cc. 16 .81 
Q. 160. · 5 , cc. 108 5.5 
161. 5 ,cc • . · . 93. 4.s · 
162. 5 .cc. 52 2 •. 7 
163. 5 cc. 43 2.2 
164 .• 5 cc. 101 5.2 
165. 5 ·, CC. 133 6.8 
166. 5 .. cc. 122 6.2 
167. 5 cc. 68 3.5 
168. 5 c.c. 56 2.9 
Ro 1690 5 .cc. 177 9.0 
170. 5 .cc • . 165 s.4 
171. 5 cc • . 116 5.9 
1720 5 cc. 128 6.5 
173. 5 cc. 143 7.3 
174. 5 cc. 128 6.5 
s. 175. 5 cc. 69 3.5 
176. 5 cc. 139 1.1 
177. 5 cc. 123 6.J 
135. 
1 2 3 4 5 
178. 5 cc. 189 9.6 
179. 5 cc. 131 6.7 
180. 5 cc. 146 7.4 
181. 5 cc. 87 4.4 
182. 5 cc-. 113 5.8 
183. 5 cc. 130 6.6 
184. 5 cc. 127 6.5 
185. 5 cc. 134 6.8 
186. 5 cc. 93 4.7 
136. 
INFORMATION ON DUST CONCENTRATIONS RECORDED FROM THE IMPINGER 
SAMPLES 
1 2 3 4- 5 6 
Experi- Sample Liquid, Air Average Number o:f 
menta1 No. ml. Sampled net count Particles 
Set No. cft :eer field MPPCF 
A. 1. ·10 0.5 s.25 3.3 
2. 10 0.5 7.0 2.8 
3. 10 0.5 7.5 3.0 
B. 4. 10 0.5 13.75 5.5 
5. 10 0.5 13 .25 5.3 
6. 10 0.5 21.75 8.7 
c. 7. 1.0 0.5 20.75 8.3 
8. 10 0.5 21.50 8.6 
9. 10 0.5 21.00 8.4 
D. 10. 25 . 0.5 66.7 66.7 
11. 25 0.5 207.8 207.8 
12. 25 0.5 178.7 178~7 
E. 130 25 0.5 34.6 34.6 
14. 25 Oo5 31.4 31.4 
15. 25 0.5 23.4 23.4 
F. 16. 25 0.5 43.7 43.7 
17. 25 0.5 49.4 49.4 
18. 25 0.5 61.4 61.4 
G. 19. 20 .5 15.85 12.7 
20. . 20 .5 13.60 10.9 
21. 20 .5 13.0 10.4 
22. 20 .5 13.20 10.6 
23. 20 .5 7.25 5.8 
24. 20 .5 11.5 9.2 
H. 25. 10 0.5 21.75 8.7 
26. 10 0.5 20.75 8.J 
27. 10 0.5 21.50 8.6 
I. 28. 10 0.5 30.75 12.3 
29. 10 · 0.5 25. 75 10.3 
30. 10 0.5 32.75 13.1 
J. Jl. 10 0.5 13.50 5.4 
32. 10 0.5 13.25 5.3 
33. 10 0.5 13 .• 75 5.5 
K. 34. 25 .5 4s.o 48.0 
35. 25 .5 75.3 75.3 
36. 25 .5 103.5 103.5 
137. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
L. 37. 25 .5 55.7 · 5;.7 
38. 25 .5 39.0 39.0 
39. 25 .5 34.0 34.0 
M. 40. 25 .5 24.8 24.8 
41. 25 .5 25.7 25.7 
42. 25 .5 19.7 19.7 
H. 43. 25 .5 16.3 16.3 
44. 25 .5 13.1 13.1 
45. 25 .5 13.3 13.3 
o. 460 20 .5 9.35 7.5 
47. 20 .5 9.85 7.9 
P. 48. 10 l ·· 2~0 .8 
49. 10 1 2.25 .9 
50. 10 1 2.0 •• 8 
Q. 51. 10 .5 6.25 2.5 
52. 10 .5 5.75 2.3 
53. 10 .5 5.75 2.3 
R. 54. 10 .5 7.25 2.9 
55. 10 .5 "7.00 2.8 
56. 10 .5 11.25 4.5 
So 57. 10 l 9.25 3.7 
58. 10 1 9.50 3.8 
59. 10 1 10.75 4.3 
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Chandmal Jain, the eldest son of Buddhalal Jain, 
was born on November 16, 1926, at Lalsot, Rajasthan, 
Indiao He began his elementary edueation in 1931, 
passed high school in 1942, and graduated in science and 
mathematics from the Agra University, India, in 1946. 
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four years degree course in mining engineering at the 
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the second largest mica bearing district in India. In 
1953, he became assistant mining engineer in charge or that 
district. In 1957, he was promoted to the post of mining 
engineer and, in 1959, became Head of the Mining Engineer-
ing Department, in the Poly-technic Institute in Rajasthan. 
In February, 1960, he joined the University of Mo 0 
School of Mines and Metallurgy as a graduate studento 
